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In the early days of internet marketing, there were many websites around and too few adver-
tisers to meet the high demand. Back then, we lived in a world where online publishers had 
difficulty filling their ad inventory. The situation is reversed nowadays. 

Ad demand has become much higher than the available supply, leading to an increasingly
competitive market. That growing competition between advertisers for the increasingly 
scarce online ad inventory paved the way for what has now become the staple of the online 
advertising industry — programmatic advertising.

Thanks to programmatic advertising, publishers and advertisers can now streamline and 
optimize their ad exchange processes. The technology uses machine learning and AI optimi-
zation to increase transparency, efficiency, and revenue for advertisers and publishers.

The programmatic technology completely revolutionized the online advertising industry 
as it proved to be the most cost-effective way for publishers to monetize content. At the same 
time, it offered advertisers the technology necessary to serve ads at scale and boost their 
conversions with advanced audience targeting options. 

The testament to this technology’s power is just how much people are investing in it. Global
programmatic ad spend has been steadily growing for several years now and has reached a
whopping $155 billion in 2021. 

But despite its incredible potential, the programmatic advertising world has a high barrier 
to entry due to its complexity. There are many factors at play in the programmatic advertis-
ing ecosystem, so newcomers to the industry can get overwhelmed.

But the truth is — it doesn’t have to be that way. Although learning the ropes of the program-
matic advertising ecosystem can be daunting, it’s well worth the time investment if you wish 
to stay on par with your competition.

In this ebook, we will teach you the ins and outs of the programmatic advertising ecosystem, 
the elements it’s composed of, and how they are connected. We will also cover some of the 
key metrics you will want to track when dabbling in programmatic advertising, the advantag-
es this technology brings, and what lies in its future. And if you decide to try out programmat-
ic advertising yourself, we also recommend a few programmatic advertising platforms at the 
end.

So put your thinking cap on, and let’s start from the basics.

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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Before programmatic advertising technology, advertisers and publishers had to manually buy 
and sell ad inventory, which was incredibly time-consuming. The traditional method required 
both parties to request proposals, quotes, and negotiate prices in-person, which could take 
hours, if not days. Thanks to programmatic advertising, that entire procedure is now mea-
sured in milliseconds. 

Although programmatic technology helped streamline the ad buying, performance
tracking, and reporting processes, they aren’t fully automated. Publishers still have to 
configure the software by inserting or ordering ad tags. That means you still need a dedicat-
ed ad management team to handle your creatives. 

However, that also means you can focus more on ad optimization and campaign perfor-
mance tracking than before. That should lead to more revenue in the long run.

Regardless of how advanced programmatic technology becomes, it will always need human 
support to operate correctly. Despite that, programmatic advertising is significantly more 
lucrative than traditional methods and offers incredible scalability. Although the widespread 
use of programmatic technology increased the competitiveness of advertising online, it also 
rewards the more experienced professionals by giving them a stronger foothold in the 
market.

What Is Programmatic 
Advertising

2

Programmatic advertising is a complex process, so defining it can be pretty tricky. Likely the best 
way to explain what it is would be the following:

Programmatic advertising or ad buying is the process of purchasing or 
selling digital ad space automatically using a piece of software. 
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As you can see, there are many steps to programmatic advertising and multiple parties at play 
here. But despite that, the entire process is speedy and lasts less than a second! Such incredible 
speeds are only possible thanks to advanced algorithms that handle everything behind the 
scenes. 

There are many cogs in the programmatic advertising wheel, but here’s how the entire process 
works in a nutshell:

3

A user visits a website.

The site owner puts their ad slot up for auction on a supply-side platform (SSP).

Multiple advertisers bid on that impression via a demand-side platform (DSP).

The winning ad is displayed on the website for the user.

The advertiser keeps their fingers crossed that the user converts!

How Does Programmatic Advertising Work

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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The Programmatic
Advertising 
Ecosystem Explained

There are many pieces in the programmatic advertising ecosystem, and they all have to work in 
perfect unison to keep everything running smoothly. Each of these parties plays an invaluable 
role in the programmatic ad buying process.

Here are the five key pillars of the programmatic advertising ecosystem:

Understanding the intricacies of each of these elements, their roles, and how they’re codepen-
dent is essential to mastering programmatic advertising. 

4

Supply-Side Platforms (SSPs)

Demand-Side Platforms (DSPs)

Data Management Platforms (DMPs)

Ad Exchanges

Ad Servers

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem



The Role of Supply-Side Platforms (SSPs)
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The first element in the programmatic ecosystem we’ll take a look at are supply-side platforms. 
These platforms let publishers sell their ad inventory to some of the biggest names in the 
industry. They also optimize their yield by connecting them with both demand-side platforms 
(DSPs) and ad exchanges. 

It wouldn’t be far-fetched to say that these platforms are indispensable since they serve as 
intermediaries between publishers and ad exchanges. In fact, there are no large publishers 
nowadays who don’t utilize the benefits of SSPs.

A supply-side platform (SSP) is a platform that helps publishers organize, sell, and optimize the
distribution of their available ad inventory. These platforms allow publishers to monetize their 
sites and mobile apps in the most cost-efficient way using display, video, or native ads.

Supply-side platforms often work on an automated auction-based model, where advertisers 
bid on the publishers’ ad inventory. That allows website owners to optimize their ad yield to sell 
their inventory to the highest bidder. In other words, publishers get to sell their inventory to the 
best ad networks.

What Is a Supply-Side Platform?

How Does a Supply-Side Platform Work?

SSPs mediate the real-time bidding process by connecting publishers’ inventories to several ad
exchanges and demand-side platforms. That helps publishers maximize their ad revenue 
because the more potential buyers they have access to, the better their odds of receiving higher 
CPM rates.

A supply-side platform’s primary purpose is to sell publishers’ ad inventories to ad networks, 
directly to DSPs, or via real-time bidding. SSPs collaborate with DSPs to evaluate advertisers, 
track available ad inventory, set a bidding range, and filter bids that don’t meet the publisher’s 
criteria. All of that happens in several micro-transactions across the ad supply chain and follows 
these steps:

A publisher puts their ad inventory on an SSP up for an auction.

If real-time bidding is on, DSPs will bid on that particular impression.

Whenever a user visits a publisher’s web page, a single ad request is sent to several ad exchanges 
and DSPs via the publisher’s ad server.

Once the winner is decided, the SSP matches it to the right inventory and sends a request to the ad 
server.
Once the publisher submits their website as a source for an ad, that will wrap up the process. After 
that, the ad will appear in its respective slot.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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SSPs are pivotal to real-time bidding transactions as they are “the auction houses” of the online advertising 
realm. But what advantages do they bring to the table? 

Supply-side platforms connect to data management platforms (DMPs), ad exchanges, ad networks, and 
demand-side platforms and streamline the technical side of programmatic advertising.

On top of handling all the necessary processes, using them benefits publishers in many ways:

What Are the Benefits of Using a Supply-Side Platform?

The Role of Demand-Side Platforms (DSPs)

Note: The SSP will insert a pixel code on the publisher’s web page to track visitor behavior. That will 
allow publishers to later request detailed reports from the platform to track and reevaluate their 
advertising strategy.

Supply-side platforms bring a lot to the table. That is why they’ve become an essential component of many 
publishers’ programmatic advertising efforts. In fact, you’d be hard-pressed to find a prominent publisher 
that isn’t taking advantage of them nowadays.

The second element in the programmatic advertising ecosystem we’ll cover are demand-side platforms. 
These platforms help advertisers reach their target audience, regardless of the platform or device they’re 
using. They also make it easier to understand how consumers interact with ads before they make a 
purchase. All of that is useful for advertisers who want to predict consumer behavior in the future.

Demand-side platforms are an essential part of the programmatic advertising ecosystem as they serve as 
intermediaries between advertisers and ad exchanges. Without these platforms, advertisers wouldn’t be 
able to streamline their advertising efforts and zero in on their target audiences.

Automated Inventory Selling — SSPs take complete control over publishers’ ad inventory and 
handle the selling themselves. That helps streamline the otherwise time-consuming process.

Ad Yield Optimization With Price Flooring — Aside from controlling the bidding process and selling 
ad inventory at premium prices, SSPs also allow publishers to assign soft and hard price floors. That 
helps prevent selling ad inventory to low bidders.

Real-Time Bidding — Supply-side platforms control the entire bidding process, including choosing 
the winning advertiser. They do that in an automated fashion through various ad exchanges.

Frequency Capping — SSPs put a cap on the number of times an ad can be shown to the same user 
to maximize unique ad impressions.

Relevancy and Brand Safety — Supply-side platforms ensure publishers only get ads from the most 
relevant ad networks. They also weed out any inappropriate or blacklisted ads from your website, 
safeguarding your brand’s reputation.

Detailed Reporting — Having access to in-depth data on your advertising efforts is essential to 
optimizing them. SSPs give publishers access to detailed reports on their bidders, eCPM, and much 
more.

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem



A demand-side platform (DSP) is software advertisers use to manage, buy, and optimize ad inventory from 
multiple ad exchanges through one interface. These platforms allow advertisers to purchase display, video, 
and audio ads and manage them across many networks. 

In essence, DSP has the opposite role of an SSP. While SSPs aim to help publishers sell their inventory at 
the highest possible rates, DSPs strive to help advertisers buy ad inventory at the lowest possible prices.

As the digital advertising world grew more competitive, advertisers needed to find a way to streamline 
their inventory buying process. That is where DSPs came in. These platforms allow advertisers to purchase 
ad inventory automatically. In other words, DSPs are intermediaries between advertisers and ad
exchanges.

What Is a Demand-Side Platform?

The best part about DSPs is that they handle all transactions and audience targeting on behalf 
of advertisers. They let advertisers place their real-time bids on ad inventories based on various 
criteria like pricing, audience segments, and other data. By leveraging this technology, advertisers 
can exercise better control over their ads and maximize their impact.

Demand-side platforms help advertisers buy impressions from various publisher websites 
through real-time bidding auctions. Most modern DSPs also support cross-channel media 
buying, allowing publishers to purchase inventory across multiple platforms simultaneously (e.g., ad 
exchanges, OTT, Facebook, Instagram, and Google). 

Because this solution uses an automated method of acquiring inventory, we can describe the entire 
process in a few simple steps:

7

How Does a Demand-Side Platform Work?

When a visitor arrives at a website, a signal is sent to an ad exchange.

If it does, the DSP sends the ad information back to the ad exchange and joins a real-time bidding auction 
over that specific ad slot.

The ad exchange then contacts the DSP and checks whether the advertiser has any ads that fit the user’s 
profile to serve.

The highest bidder then gets their ad served to the site visitor.

1.

2.

3.

4.

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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The Main Components of a DSP

The above is so effective because there is no need for an intermediary to negotiate prices with 
buyers. All impressions go straight to the highest bidders through DSPs, and the entire process 
lasts only a few milliseconds — the time a user’s computer needs to load a web page.

A demand-side platform is an intricate system. It consists of numerous elements that ensure it 
runs smoothly, helping advertisers buy ad space and manage their campaigns. Each of these 
elements has a unique role in the system and is essential to its smooth operation.

Bidder

Given its purpose, the bidding process is one of the critical elements of a 
demand-side platform. The process is managed by a component known as 
“bidder,” whose task is to place bids on inventory through real-time bidding.

Ad Server

An ad server stores information about ads and delivers it to various platforms, 
websites, and mobile apps. Its role is to display ads in the right place and to 
the right audience.

Campaign Tracker

Advertisers know how vital it is to assess the performance of a particular 
campaign. That is why DSPs have this component to help advertisers measure 
the success of their advertising efforts. Campaign tracker gives you insight into 
impressions, spends, clicks, and more.

Reporting Database

Once a campaign tracker records all the necessary data, it sends it over to the 
reporting database. A DSP user can then generate reports by examining this 
information.

User Data

This component of a demand-side platform processes and stores crucial 
information about a specific user. User data includes their buying habits, 
interests, location, age group, and similar. Marketers can use this information to 
adapt their campaigns and achieve better results.

User Interface

User interface refers to the dashboard where advertisers work on creating, 
managing, and optimizing their campaigns.

Banker

If advertisers go over their budget while using a demand-side platform during 
RTB, it’s easy to overspend because of the number of bids occurring in real time. 
That is why banker exists to prevent that.

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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These elements work in unison to consolidate the results from all publishers’ campaigns across all 
channels into a single interface to streamline their campaign setup and performance analysis. 

What Are the Benefits of Using a Demand-Side Platform?

DSPs are useful because they provide advertisers with tools and data to create a more targeted 
campaign. They also offer much-needed convenience to all advertisers who want to manage their 
campaigns in a highly competitive and ever-changing market. As a result, their efforts are more 
efficient and productive in the long run.

Aside from various targeting options and making the entire buying process more manageable, 
using DSPs is beneficial for advertisers in many other ways:

Demand-side platforms are essential to advertisers worldwide to ensure they get their ads in front 
of the right people and at optimal prices. That is why not having one can significantly hamper 
your revenue and put you at a disadvantage over your competitors.

Another valuable part of the programmatic advertising ecosystem is data-management
platforms. These platforms help advertisers deal with some of their industry’s biggest challenges 
— managing customer data and handling audience targeting. DMPs are a much more cost-ef-
fective way of tackling these problems than in-house data management.

These platforms are an invaluable part of the programmatic advertising ecosystem as they 
collect, store, and sort audience data that advertisers use to target their ads. That is why DMPs 
are an integral part of over 62% of marketers’ strategies nowadays.

Automation — Online advertising involves various time-consuming processes like retargeting, 
launching ads, and downloading reports. With the development of DSPs, most of these processes 
have become automated, requiring only a few clicks to get activated.

Advanced targeting — Aside from giving you global reach, DSPs also allow you to deliver relevant 
messages to your audience thanks to advanced targeting capabilities. These platforms can target 
according to gender, interests, language, geolocation, device, and other. Better targeting means 
more personalized ads, which helps convert new customers.

Global reach and integration — Some DSPs provide access to premium ad inventory. They usually 
connect with global ad exchanges or partner up with local publishers to make this inventory
available. Also, these platforms enable advertisers to bid on inventory from the whole world.

Right Inventory — The inventory choice can make or break the success of your advertising cam-
paigns. Since DSPs allow advertisers to predefine the type of inventory they want to purchase, it’s 
easier to achieve success. Whether you wish to purchase in-app ads to increase engagement or 
boost awareness, you just need to choose this inventory, and DSPs will do the rest.

Detailed Reporting — Having access to in-depth data is invaluable if you want to improve your 
advertising efforts. DSPs allow advertisers to track the performance of their ad campaigns in real 
time. In most cases, they offer reporting on website traffic, page views, click-through rate, and more.

Support — Demand-side platforms often offer support which is pretty helpful for everyone who’s just 
starting to use this technology to buy ad inventory.

The Role of Data Management Platforms (DMPs)

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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A data management platform (DMP) is a platform that stores and manages first-, second-, and 
third-party customer information collected from various online and offline sources. In other 
words, DMPs help brands segment and organize raw data to make it more presentable and 
dissectable. 

A DMP’s role is to share all collected information with supply-side platforms, demand-side
platforms, and ad exchanges, who use the data to help advertisers serve their ads only to the 
most relevant consumers. These highly personalized ads lead to a better user experience and 
ensure marketers can spend their advertising budgets more optimally.

Data management platforms collect audience data from various sources, including but not 
limited to the following:

What Is a Data Management Platform?

How Does a Data Management Platform Work?

Data management platforms offer targeting data like:

Since DMPs store and organize all this information,
advertisers wouldn’t know where and when to purchase 
ad space without them. That would result in inefficient ad 
spending and would lead to substantial revenue losses. 

GEO Location

Behavioral Data

Gender

Age

Interests

And more…

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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After gathering that information, DMPs group users with matching or similar data into multiple 
audience segments that they later optimize using lookalike audiences. This term refers to
potential customers whose characteristics match your brand’s ideal customers.

Data management platforms unify this information and continually collect and update
audience segments with new data, allowing marketers to tweak their campaigns in real time to 
achieve the best ROI.

It should be clear by now how DMPs operate and their primary purpose. However, let’s do a quick 
recap. Here are the primary functions of data management platforms:

As integral as DMPs are to online advertisers nowadays, they have their limitations that are worth 
mentioning. Although DMPs do similar things as other pieces of marketing tech, there are two 
critical differences.

Regardless of their dependency on third-party platforms to generate revenue, DMPs are an 
integral tool for all brands looking to optimize their customers’ buyer journeys and scale their 
businesses through online advertising.

Few advertisers can picture an advertising campaign without using a DMP nowadays. Why? 
Because there are too many benefits to using one to ignore. Here are some of the most notable 
ones:

The Main Components of a DSP

What Are the Benefits of Using Data Management Platforms?

What DMPs Don’t Do

Data Collection — DMPs collect audience data from various online and offline sources.

Integrations With Various Third-Party Vendors — Integrating DMPs with different media 
buying platforms (e.g., ad networks, ad exchanges, DSPs, etc.) lets advertisers optimize their 
ad serving process and helps them reach their ideal customers.

Data Classification — One of the primary roles of DMPs is to structure and organize the 
collected information to later use it for targeting purposes.

Centralized Reporting & Analytics —  DMPs give advertisers access to all the data needed 
to track and optimize their campaigns’ performance. In-depth analytics coupled with 
automated reporting features makes DMPs an integral element of any large-scale
advertising campaign.

DMPs only assess data from digital channels — so they cannot match the analytical 
breadth and depth of standalone analytics platforms

Data management platforms cannot manage ad campaigns independently — and are 
dependent on other parts of a much larger advertising ecosystem. Marketers need to 
integrate DMPs with other marketing or advertising platforms to make use of them.

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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Anyone looking to scale their business through online advertising can benefit from a DMP. That 
means nearly all IT and video content marketing professionals can use data management plat-
forms to make more informed decisions in their marketing campaigns. 

However, the three parties who benefit from DMPs the most are publishers, marketers, and ad 
agencies.

Media owners and publishers are people with big websites they wish to monetize. They can use 
data management platforms to gather their visitors’ data and run targeted ad campaigns on their 
sites. By leveraging that first-party data, they can sell their ad inventory at premium prices and 
achieve higher CPM through direct sales. Direct sold inventory always goes for higher prices than 
other programmatic methods.

Marketers and ad agencies use data management platforms daily to identify and group audienc-
es to suit their digital campaigns. Whether they’re looking to improve their ad targeting capabili-
ties or get a deeper understanding of their audiences, marketers and agencies can turn to DMPs. 

Thanks to DMPs, advertisers can enjoy various high-end audience targeting options to maximize 
their ads’ effectiveness. Here are just some of the targeting options you’ll have at your disposal:

DMPs Help Unify Customer Data — Data management platforms compile all your customer data 
in a single place, helping streamline data analysis and campaign management.

They Streamline the Data Management Process — Integrating DMPs with various media buying 
platforms means advertisers can automate their targeting efforts without sacrificing quality.

They Help Brands Zero In on Their Target Audience — DMPs help marketers segment their 
audiences into categories using various modeling techniques or create custom audience groups.

DMPs Generate Continuous Results — Data management platforms are reliable solutions 
suitable for long-term strategies as they constantly revise and update the data they analyze. That 
makes them ideal for brands looking to achieve sustainable and scalable growth.

Who Benefits From Data Management Platforms?

Types of Programmatic Targeting DMPs Offer

Contextual Targeting — Contextual targeting’s goal is to display ads based on a particular 
website’s content. That means a gaming news site like IGN is likely to show tech brands or 
gaming ads, while a local legal consulting firm would likely have better performance on a 
website like Law.com. Unfortunately, this targeting method leaves much to be desired when 
compared to its alternatives.

Advanced targeting — Aside from giving you global reach, DSPs also allow you to deliver 
relevant messages to your audience thanks to advanced targeting capabilities. These
platforms can target according to gender, interests, language, geolocation, device, and 
other. Better targeting means more personalized ads, which helps convert new customers.

Behavioral Targeting — Behavioral targeting is one of the most popular programmatic 
targeting techniques. This method utilizes user browsing history and cookie data to serve 
relevant ads based on their interests and past searches. Advertisers using this method will 
have an easier time reaching their target audiences regardless of the sites they’re currently 
visiting since the ads are served solely based on their past actions.

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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Contextual Targeting

Keyword Targeting — Keyword targeting is a type of contextual targeting that will serve your ads 
based on the keywords found on a particular website’s content. For instance, if you were selling dog 
food, you’d choose to target websites that feature keywords revolving around dogs, but not those 
with keywords relating to other types of animals like cats.

Geo-Targeting — Geo-targeting is a widely sought-after targeting option as it allows advertisers to 
choose to serve ads only to users from specific regions and countries. That also enables brands to 
serve language-specific ads, which can significantly improve conversion rates in foreign markets.

Retargeting — Retargeting is another handy targeting option that lets advertisers get their brands 
in front of people who have already had contact with their products or website. This programmatic 
targeting option utilizes user cookies to identify and re-engage users who already have a relationship 
with your brand, increasing the odds of converting them.

Although these targeting options are excellent for different situations, two particularly stand out 
as the bread and butter of advertisers worldwide — contextual and behavioral targeting. These 
targeting techniques are undoubtedly the two most sought-after ones in the industry. That is why 
we believe we should look into them in more depth to help you get a better grasp of their value.

According to the latest research by GumGum, around 61% of U.S. advertisers use contextual 
targeting to deliver their ads, while 24% wish to increase their ad spend. But what’s the reason 
for such widespread popularity of contextual targeting in digital marketing?

It’s pretty simple — advertisers are facing an increasingly prevalent problem of user dissatisfaction 
with online ads. Why? Because more and more people feel they’re ruining the user experience. 
The results of a HubSpot survey show that 64% of respondents believe online ads are becoming 
increasingly intrusive. 

So what can advertisers do to remedy this drop in user satisfaction? The answer is simple — they 
can serve more relevant ads. And that is where contextual targeting shines.

Contextual targeting is a form of personalized advertising that allows brands to place their ads on 
websites by targeting them based on their content instead of the search history of their visitors. In 
other words, contextual targeting uses keywords on a website to determine whether they relate 
to the product or service a business offers before serving an ad. 

Although keyword contextual targeting is most common, advertisers can implement other 
targeting factors too, like website topic, location, or language. 

Despite being widely popularized with the rise of programmatic advertising, contextual targeting 
is far from exclusive to digital ads. Some traditional advertising methods like TV commercials 
use a similar technique to place ads on shows and programs relevant to their products. 
Although the medium has changed, the goal of contextual targeting remains the same — serve 
only the most relevant ads to the visitors based on the content they’re consuming.

What Is Contextual Targeting?

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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Let’s look at a quick example of contextual advertising in action. 

Suppose a user is searching for a legal consulting firm and stumbles upon a website listing the 
best consulting firms in the area. If the website in question serves display ads, an advertisement 
for a local legal consulting firm would be well suited for it. Such an ad would fit both the user’s 
location and website topic like a glove and would be the prime example of contextual advertising 
in action.

The most common way to apply contextual targeting is through a demand-side platform (DSP) to 
locate relevant websites for your ads and handle the delivery process. These platforms serve as 
mediators between the advertisers and ad exchanges and help them manage and set up 
contextual targeting accordingly.

Here is how contextual targeting works in a nutshell:

One of the primary reasons so many advertisers turn toward contextual targeting is that you can 
use it on various types of ads. Whether you’re a brand keen on display or digital video 
advertising, you’ll have contextual targeting at your disposal. 

Contextual advertising is so widespread nowadays that most social networks, video-sharing 
platforms, and search engines support it. So wherever you decide to promote your business, 
you’ll have access to this option.

When using contextual targeting, users get served ads based on the content of the website they’re on.

Advertisers choose the targeting parameters — Every contextual advertising campaign 
begins by selecting your desired targeting parameters. These can be broad like topics or 
specific like keywords. Your choice will entirely depend on your campaign’s goal and desired 
targeting precision.

Your ad appears on contextually relevant sites — If a website passes all of your targeting 
criteria, your ad will be eligible to appear on it.

Google scans all relevant pages in your ad network — After you’ve determined your 
desired targeting parameters, it’s up to Google to analyze all the relevant pages in your ad 
network. It will proceed only to serve ads on sites that adhere to your specified targeting
requirements. If you opt for a broad reach, it will select sites based on their topic; for a more 
specific reach, it will choose websites based on particular keywords.

Behavioral Targeting
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In the programmatic advertising ecosystem, contextual targeting is handled by data
management platforms (DMPs) that collect and process audience data that advertisers later use 
when serving ads.

No targeting technique is perfect, and neither is contextual targeting. Although there are many 
upsides to using it, there are a few negatives as well. Here are the pros and cons of contextual 
targeting:

Pros:

Cons:

How Does Contextual Targeting Work?

Contextual Targeting Doesn’t Have to Comply With Various Privacy Regulations — Since 
contextual targeting isn’t dependent on cookies but keywords and website content, your 
ads will stay relevant whether or not visitors allow you to collect their data.

It Is Cost-Effective and Convenient — Contextual targeting is more sustainable than other 
targeting methods as it needs a smaller advertising team to set up, and there is 

Contextual Targeting Is Brand-Safe — Contextual advertising eliminates the risk of ad 
placements damaging your brand’s reputation since it relies on a website’s topic when 
placing ads and not user behavior and search history. That means there’s no risk of having 
your brand associated with controversial figures or content whatsoever!

Contextual Targeting Complements Content, so It Increases Conversions — Advertisers 
will likely see higher conversion rates using contextual targeting since the ads will only 
appear on websites with topically relevant content.

Publishers Can Sell Their Inventory at Higher Prices Through Direct Auction — Using 
contextual targeting offers publishers the opportunity to make direct deals with particular 
advertisers and sell their inventory at premium prices.

Contextually Targeted Ads Are Hit or Miss — Since contextual targeting doesn’t use any 
user data to serve ads, the ads may not always fit users’ needs.

They Are Ineffective for Large Websites With Broad Context — Contextual advertising on 
multi-niche websites is ineffective due to their broad topic coverage and keyword ranges. 
That is because your ad will show up for all visitors, even those browsing through other 
categories unrelated to what you’re offering.

Finding Niche Websites Relevant to Your Brand Is Challenging — Although there are 
plenty of niche websites out there, not all of them are prominent enough to justify advertis-
ing on them. Also, if your brand is in a low-competition niche, you might even have trouble 
finding any contextual advertising opportunities.

Your Ads Might Appear Next to Your Competitors’ — Considering that there aren’t as many 
contextual advertising opportunities out there, your competitors are likely going to be 
advertising on the same websites as you. Having your ads appear next to theirs can signifi-
cantly impact their performance.

A Deep Dive Into the Programmatic Advertising Ecosystem
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If the above advantages outweigh the disadvantages, contextual targeting could be perfect for 
your brand. However, it’s best not to settle for just one targeting method, at least not before trying 
out some other options.

Behavioral targeting brought a solution to the core issue of traditional advertising — the lack of 
ability to serve customer-centric and relevant ads. 

Targeted advertising quickly took off and became a widespread norm in the online world due to 
its innovativeness. As many as 93% of businesses saw substantial revenue growth as soon as 
they implemented it. 

With such huge numbers at play, it quickly became apparent that behavioral targeting was here 
to stay. And not only did it stay, but it promptly outshined all of its competition and became a 
norm in the online world. 

Behavioral targeting is a programmatic technique that utilizes users’ personal information and 
online behavior patterns to deliver relevant ads. This method entails collecting user browsing 
history and cookie data from different online sources. Advertisers using this method will have an 
easier time reaching their target audiences regardless of the sites they’re currently visiting since 
the ads are served solely based on users’ past actions.

The goals of behavioral targeting are to provide the best possible user experience only by
delivering ads the users are interested in seeing. This consumer-centric approach by eliminating 
irrelevant or unappealing messages from the marketing equation is why behavioral targeting 
proved revolutionary and quickly overshadowed traditional advertising.

What Is Behavioral Targeting?

Behavioral targeting requires marketers to collect information about their audience, analyze it, 
and then use it to deliver more relevant ads. The easiest way to do that is to use a data
management platform (DMP). These platforms usually gather, store, and organize audience 
information and their behavior on various websites. The advertisers then use that info when 
deciding whether to display their ads on a particular site. 

DMPs don’t only collect data from websites; some of their other sources of information could be 
CRM systems, mobile apps, and other marketing automation systems, so advertisers have 
plenty of options.

The entire behavioral targeting process consists of three steps: data collection and analysis, 
segmentation, and application.

How Does Behavioral Targeting Work?

How Does Contextual Targeting Work?
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The first step to behavioral advertising is data collection and analysis. Marketing automation 
systems and DMPs can help you collect different information on your site’s visitors that you can 
later use to serve them relevant ads. 

These platforms usually collect that data using cookies or tracking pixels, which you can later 
use to create a user profile. User or customer profiles contain all the necessary information on 
your visitors like gender, age, or interests that you can use to provide them with a better advertis-
ing experience.

Here are two primary types of user data you should be collecting:

Getting essential consumer data is an excellent start when preparing your behavioral advertising 
campaign. This information can be anything from the users’ gender to their age. Such data is the 
first step toward pinpointing and reaching advertisers’ ideal customers. Here are some of the 
examples of information you will be collecting:

All of the above is tangible data that gives advertisers excellent insight into their audience 
demographics and helps narrow down their target advertising group.

Tracking and analyzing consumer behavior online to learn more about their interests and 
purchasing habits is also essential to behavioral targeting. Here’s the data you can collect to get 
this information:

1. Data Collection and Analysis

User Information

Consumer Behavior

Audience Demographics — This data encompasses everything from your customers’ age 
and gender to their location. DMPs gather this data from a variety of first-, second-, and 
third-party sources.

GEO Information — Knowing where your visitors come from is essential to delivering 
relevant ads. That is why DMPs can record all your visitors’ IP addresses and identify where 
your consumers are coming from.

Mobile Device Data — With around half of global internet traffic coming from mobile 
devices, gathering cookies from tablets and phones is essential. If you disregard collecting 
mobile data, you’re missing out on targeting a significant portion of the digital market.

Subscription and Registration Data — By configuring your DMPs to monitor user subscrip-
tion and registration data, you can get your hands on information like users’ demographics, 
ZIP codes, or contact information. These can help you pinpoint your visitors’ purchasing 
habits and locations more accurately. 
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All of these metrics can be incredibly promising if used correctly. But collecting this data is just 
the first step. Now that you’ve done that, you have to segment and create your target audiences.

Once you collect all the necessary behavioral data, it’s time to designate different consumer 
groups. You will do that by sorting your target audience into multiple groups, which will differ 
based on your product or service.

Let’s say you are a confectionery that specializes in custom-made cakes. If you decided to try 
using behavioral targeting to promote your business, you’d likely segment your audience as in the 
example below:

Most-Visited Pages — Insight into what websites your visitors have been to before can give 
advertisers a decent idea of their interests.

Page Dwell Times — How long people spend on particular websites is an excellent indicator 
of how engaged they are with the content.

Ad and Link Clicks — Tracking what adverts and links users have clicked before hints
advertisers that they might like those particular topics or products.

Web Search Queries — Taking data on users’ search engine queries can reveal plenty about 
their search intent. If these users end up searching for a solution to a problem your product 
can help with, this method is an excellent way to get your services in front of a user in the 
late stages of the marketing funnel.

Website Interactions — This metric gives a lot of information on what types of content your 
visitors like interacting with. Do they enjoy videos? Rich media, perhaps? Monitoring
website interactions will tell you that and allow you to adapt to your audiences’ preferences.

Purchase Histories — E-commerce sites get the most from tracking purchase histories. This 
data is an excellent lead generation tool since it reliably tells you what particular consumers 
like as they have already bought something similar! 

2. Segmentation

Users who’ve
expressed interest
in banking cakes

Users wo’ve
recently bought
chocolate

Users who’ve
recently bought
a cake
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The most relevant and most likely customers will be those who’ve already bought cake recently. 
However, those who have a sweet tooth for chocolate are also quality prospects. As for those 
looking for a cake recipe, their search intent does not match the product you’re offering, but they 
are still worthy prospects if you’re willing to invest in raising brand awareness. Who knows — 
maybe they decide it’s easier to order a cake than bake one when the next birthday comes 
around?

Advertisers can apply this same process to any product or service out there. Just keep in mind 
that audience segmentation is crucial to your behavioral advertising campaign’s success!

Once you’re done with audience segmentation, it’s time to implement your campaign. This 
process entails creating, launching, and optimizing your campaign.

Measuring your advertising performance is crucial here. That is because you’re unlikely ever to 
make the optimal campaign without A/B testing it first. Luckily, most DMPs have various tools 
you can use to track your campaign’s success, like in-depth analytics, heatmaps, and much more. 
Using these to their fullest is essential to ensuring your campaign is going in the right direction.

We’d be remiss not to mention that behavioral advertising has had both positive and negative 
reception among consumers and advertisers. So despite it being an incredibly effective way of 
personalizing your ads, it does have its downsides. Here are the most notable pros and cons of 
behavioral advertising.

Pros and Cons of Behavioral Targeting

Pros

3. Application

Better Product Relevancy for Consumers — Personal relevance through personalization 
that behavioral targeting provides is an excellent way to cater to users’ needs and generate 
fresh leads. 

Better Performance Tracking for Advertisers — All seasoned marketers understand the 
value of data-driven marketing, which is why being able to track your campaigns’ perfor-
mance is so invaluable. Having insight into metrics like CTR, conversion rate, and ROI is 
crucial for adapting and optimizing your strategy for ultimate profit.

Helps Drive Sales — Delivering engaging, personalized ads is more likely to result in
conversions than non-relevant ones.

More Efficient Online Shopping Experience — When looking to make a purchase, most 
consumers will likely have to browse through dozens of sites and product pages. Your 
targeted ads can bring the product they need right before their eyes, greatly enhancing 
their shopping experience.

Enhanced Targeting — Targeting consumers based on their needs and wants is every 
marketer’s dream. It is something that traditional advertising lacked, but which
personalized marketing and behavioral targeting excel at!
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Cheaper and easier to set up
Fewer privacy policy regulations to
worry about
Gives advertisers more control over their
ad serving process

Contextual Targeting

Pros Cons

Doesn’t always align with visitors’ interests
Ineffective for large websites with a broad 
context
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Contextual and behavioral advertising both excel in one area but lack in another, so choosing 
between the two can be pretty tricky. Here’s a short overview of the two methods so you have an 
easier time selecting the right one for your business.

When comparing contextual to behavioral targeting, it’s tough to determine which one is better. 
Both of these methods have their pros and cons and are suitable for different purposes.

While contextual targeting is much easier and cheaper to set up, is more brand-safe, and 
doesn’t require visitors’ permission to achieve peak performance, it does come with the 
downside of not always serving the most relevant ads. That is because users are not constantly 
browsing websites that fit their interests.

Behavioral targeting does allow brands to serve highly personalized ads to their audiences and is 
excellent for retargeting campaigns, but it’s far from perfect. Its most notable downsides are that 
many people find it intrusive to their privacy and more costly to set up. 

At the end of the day, there is no clear winner between these two targeting methods, so you 
should choose the one that best suits your needs and budget.

Contextual vs. Behavioral Targeting

Cons:

Negative Consumer Feedback — Although behavioral targeting serves highly relevant ads, 
many consumers actively express their opposition to it. The widespread consumer distrust 
in many brands’ data collection practices led to an overwhelming increase in ad blocking 
software use. So if you decide to opt for behavioral targeting, be prepared to face many ad 
blockers and negative audience feedback.

Ethical and Privacy Issues — There are specific behavioral targeting ethical issues we must 
address. One of the primary ones is the intrusive nature of this form of advertising. That has 
led to many consumers’ hate toward all personalized ads as they believe they intrude on 
their privacy. According to research by FPF, 72% of U.S. adult internet users were
apprehensive about the safety of their personal data most websites collect and their
anonymity. Aside from that, data collection has many potential privacy issues, like major 
security breaches or large-scale illegal selling of private user data. Although user data
collection still hasn’t been outlawed, there have been numerous complaints to the global 
cybersecurity governing bodies raising the above issues, so it’s worth keeping that in mind.
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An ad exchange is a digital marketplace that enables publishers to sell ad inventory and advertis-
ers to bid on it in real time. In other words, it is a place where publishers and advertisers meet to 
arrange a price for their ad creatives and ad inventory. You can think of ad exchanges as trading 
centers or auction houses, but for digital advertising! 

An ad exchange does not serve either the buyer or the seller, i.e., the advertiser or the publisher. It 
operates as an autonomous platform that facilitates the whole process of programmatic ad 
buying. Its approach is technology-driven, which differs from the historical approach of two sides 
negotiating the price of a particular media inventory.

The highest bid always wins during real-time bidding as long as it exceeds the price floor. That 
means even smaller advertisers can have their ads appear on the websites of premium publishers if 
they’re willing to bid high enough. The existence of such equal-opportunity marketplaces proved 
invaluable for the online advertising industry, and ad exchanges made it all possible.

What Is an Ad Exchange?

Ad exchanges are one of the pillar elements of the programmatic advertising ecosystem. The 
entire programmatic industry evolved over the years because of the close relationship that pub-
lishers and advertisers share. And with the recent developments in technology, advertisers can 
show relevant ads to customers at the right time, while publishers can supply the ad invento-
ries to make it happen. Ad exchanges have a pivotal role to play in this landscape.

However, before ad exchanges emerged, advertisers purchased ad space online directly from 
publishers and their sales teams. But this process was time-consuming and expensive for all 
involved. New ways to buy advertising space on the internet began popping up, including 
real-time bidding (RTB), private marketplaces, and ad exchanges, making navigating the 
programmatic advertising landscape easier.

Ad exchanges lie at the core of the programmatic advertising ecosystem and are connected to 
both SSPs and DSPs. They are an intermediary through which all transactions between the two 
are realized.

Highly personalized as it serves only ads 
relevant to users’ interests

Excellent tool for retargeting campaigns

Behavioral Targeting:

Pros Cons

Some users may consider it invasive to 
their privacy

Requires users’ permission to collect the 
data necessary to use it

Costly to set up

The Role of Ad Exchanges
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The entire ad exchange bidding process takes place in the time it takes for a website to load. 
That means the user is not even aware of what’s happening behind the scenes. As a result, 
programmatic advertising does not interfere with user experience or slow down your page load-
ing time.

1. A publisher makes their ad inventory available on an ad exchange through a supply-side platform
(SSP). They provide all necessary information such as page location, audience data, and other.

2. An advertiser connects to an ad exchange through a demand-side platform (DSP), looking to bid
for the available space.

3. The process begins when a user visits a publisher’s website or mobile app. If there’s ad space, one ad
request is sent to ad exchanges and DSPs via the publisher’s ad server.

4. The ad exchange then sends a bid request to demand-side platforms. They inspect the request and
information to determine whether that particular impression is of interest to the advertiser. If it is,
DSPs send a reply to the ad exchange with the information it needs.

5. The ad exchange analyzes the user data to determine the most relevant bidder for that inventory.
This technology ensures that only suitable ads are considered for the space, eliminating advertisers
who don’t meet the requirements.

6. After gathering all data, the ad exchange selects the highest out of the most suitable bidders.

7. The winning ad appears on the publisher’s website.

How Does an Ad Exchange Work?

An ad exchange is a platform that stores thousands of ad impressions. Publishers make their impres-
sions available on the platform, hoping someone will purchase them. Buyers then access these 
impressions and choose which ones to buy with advanced technologies like demand-side platforms. 
These decisions are often based on information like user behavior, device type, geolocation, and more.

All of that happens in a few milliseconds, and the process follows these simple steps:
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Ad exchanges have become the most appealing option for advertisers and publishers worldwide, and for a 
good reason. The real-time bidding technology that lies at their heart is an excellent way for both to 
maximize their revenue. 

But that isn’t the only reason ad exchanges are so popular. Here are a few other notable benefits of using 
them:

What Are the Benefits of Using Ad Exchanges?

10 Best Ad Exchanges for Publishers

These benefits that ad exchanges bring to the table revolutionized online ad buying worldwide. 
They are the centerpieces of the programmatic advertising ecosystem and are so deeply 
ingrained into it that we could hardly imagine a programmatic advertising world without them.

That is why choosing a well-rounded ad exchange that fits your business needs is essential to 
success. Whether we’re talking about targeting options, reach, or third-party integration, each ad 
exchange has its perks. That’s why we’ll wrap this section up with a quick overview of some of the 
best choices on the market to help you come to an informed decision.

PubMatic is a well-known advertising industry giant, so this advanced ad exchange and advertis-
ing platform should be a no-brainer for most publishers. This data-driven monetization platform 
serves over 171 billion ad impressions daily. That makes it one of the largest ad exchanges on 
the market in terms of reach.

PubMatic offers publishers an easy-to-use interface, various DMP integrations, and many 
advanced advertising features like open-source header bidding. This programmatic ad exchange 
also comes with several features designed to protect advertisers from ad fraud, making it an 
excellent choice for both publishers and advertisers.

Transparency — Ad exchanges allow advertisers to see which websites serve their ads, giving them 
greater control and better brand safety than other methods.

Real-Time Insights — The data advertisers receive from ad exchanges is invaluable. They can recog-
nize which audiences they should aim to reach. As a result, they can adjust their targeting strategies 
when needed.

Targeting Options — Advertisers also have numerous targeting options since they’ll be accessing 
these auctions through DSPs. These options include audience segmentation by geolocation, 
language, user demographics, and more.

Efficient Media Buying — Due to efficient spending and a wide range of targeting possibilities, 
advertisers waste less money on irrelevant users.

Ad Filtering and Blocking — Publishers can filter or block ads with sensitive content or ads from 
their competitors.

Ad Types — Publishers can define which types of ads can appear on their websites by choosing 
between various ad formats. That gives them better control over their site’s user experience as they 
can opt out of showing ads that are widely considered intrusive.

1.
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One of the most extensive premium ad inventories on the web

Open-source header bidding wrapper with multiple different prebid solutions

Offers various DMP integrations, inventory quality control, and advanced analytics

Integrated ad fraud protection

Advanced inventory management tools for programmatic, direct deals, and header bidding

Increased demand through its marketplace on top of some of the industry’s most 
sought-after demand sources

Audience behavior tracking and analysis tools

Verizon Media is a famous media and technology giant whose services also include an ad 
exchange. The company prides itself on having many publishers, advertisers, and partners under 
its wing. That places them at the helm of the online advertising industry alongside some other 
industry giants. 

Verizon Media serves around 2 billion ad impressions daily; it also offers various advanced
monetization solutions across multiple devices and ad formats. The company provides clients 
access to advanced inventory management tools, header bidding solutions, and even
programmatic direct selling. 

Verizon Media is an excellent choice if you’re looking for an all-rounded and well-established 
name in the industry.

Key Features:

2. 

Would it surprise you if we said that Google owns and operates the world’s largest ad exchange? It 
is true — Google AdX trumps the competition in every regard by a long shot.

Google Display Network lets publishers sell their inventory at premium prices as Google AdX 
has some of the highest CPM in the industry. At the same time, advertisers can use it to serve 
various types of ads to billions of people worldwide. Google AdX clients even enjoy some of the 
best audience targeting options in the advertising industry. 

Google AdX uses both an open-auction and private-auction bidding model to ensure all publish-
ers find their preferred way of selling inventory. The only downside to Google AdX is that it has 
high entry requirements. This high barrier of entry means that only premium publishers will be 
able to meet them. But if you can fulfill all the conditions for becoming a partner, Google AdX is 
guaranteed to be your golden goose.

3. Google AdX
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Some of the highest CPM in the industry

Advanced targeting and audience filtering options

Serves a wide variety of different ad formats like video, mobile, display, and more

Has dynamic price flooring, giving publishers more control over how they sell their
inventory
Extensive account-level filtering options for more control over the ad serving process

Offers access to xAPI real-time exchange and other premium advertisers worldwide

Allows publishers to join various private marketplaces to sell their most in-demand 
inventory at the highest prices

Supports various high-end monetization options (e.g., client-side, demand-side, and 
hybrid header bidding), including video ad support

Readily available tech support to help with all necessary implementations

Magnite began as a famous supply-side platform under the name of Rubicon Project, but they 
soon expanded their business model and turned into a programmatic ad exchange. Ever since, 
they’ve been known as one of the industry’s leading ad marketplaces that many famous names 
like The Wall Street Journal and eBay use.

Besides offering premium ad inventory, Magnite also gives publishers access to various 
brand-safety features and advanced header bidding options. Magnite also has multiple private 
marketplaces with only the most sought-after inventory with the highest CPM if you’re a premi-
um publisher.

Key Features:

Key Features:

4. (Ex Rubicon)

OpenX is another well-known ad exchange and public marketplace in the online advertising 
world. The company prides itself on its transparency and inventory quality. This platform uses its 
advanced integration technology to combine real-time bidding with various video ad networks 
and SSPs.

OpenX allows advertisers to zero in on their target audiences with advanced targeting options 
and reach only the most relevant consumers. The platform also has various means to protect its 
users from ad fraud and is even a contributor to the “Certified Against Malware” program.

If you’re looking for an ad exchange that supports various ad formats, has excellent brand-safety 
tools, and rich header bidding marketplaces, OpenX won’t leave you disappointed!

5.
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Access to premium header bidding marketplaces and demand partners

Advanced impression predictions before entering a deal

Extensive video advertising solutions, formats, and selling models

Brand-safety tools that help publishers meet TAG’s inventory quality guidelines

Includes mobile ad support

Advanced audience targeting and heavily encrypted real-time identifiers

Extensive analytics on various metrics like GEO data, revenue, and impressions

Complete transparency regarding earnings and auction data

A certified member of the Coalition for Better Ads, guaranteeing only high-quality 
creatives

Key Features:

6.

7. (Ex-App Nexus)

Index Exchange is a digital marketplace and ad exchange servicing several reputable digital 
media firms like The Economist and Business Insider for years now. It offers publishers complete 
control over their ad inventory and pricing; it also provides them access to some of the most 
in-demand inventory on the market.

Index Exchange is a member of the Coalition for Better Ads, meaning all creatives adhere to the 
latest online advertising standards. The platform also lets publishers and advertisers track their 
advertising stats through extensive analytics across various metrics like revenue, impressions, etc. 
Index Exchange prides itself on its customer-first business model and its full transparency 
toward all clients.

If you’re looking for a well-rounded and reliable ad exchange, you needn’t look further than Index 
Exchange.

Key Features:

Xandr is one of the largest programmatic ad exchanges on the market that helps publishers 
increase their ad yield by selling inventory in real time. The company started its journey under the 
name of App Nexus, but they recently rebranded and are now known as Xandr. They currently 
serve more than 11.4 billion ad impressions daily.

One of the most notable aspects of Xandr’s cloud-based ad exchange platform is its advanced 
header bidding techniques like header bidding wrapper. When you combine that with the fact 
that they support various types of ads, including video, banner, audio, and native ads, it’s clear 
why users hold them in such high regard.

Xandr has been partnered with big names like Microsoft and Axel Springer for years and has 
collaborated with other ad exchanges like Magnite to supply their clients with some of the most 
advanced advertising features in the industry. One thing’s for sure with Xandr — you won’t regret 
choosing them.
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Xandr’s SSP supports video, display, mobile, native, and audio ads

Offers the option to sell inventory to advertisers selectively based on their audience 
preferences

Allows in-depth insight into inventory validation data to ensure complete transparency in 
all transaction

Advanced analytics for measuring and benchmarking inventory performance

Key Features:

8.

Smarty Ads is a white-label ad exchange perfect for publishers and advertisers looking to get a 
fully brandable ad management system. This platform serves over 2 billion impressions daily 
and gives advertisers access to premium ad inventory across multiple real-time bidding
marketplaces.

One of the best things about Smarty Ads is that it offers ad inventories on both mobile and 
desktop, making it a versatile choice for publishers and advertisers looking to reach diverse 
audiences.

Key Features:

9.

MoPub is a platform whose specialty is app monetization. Publishers and developers can use 
MoPub to monetize their mobile applications with myriad types of rich-media ads. In contrast, 
advertisers can use it to reach niche audiences they wouldn’t be able to get to on PC.

This mobile ad exchange platform has more than 1.5 billion users and is particularly appealing for 
mobile video advertisers due to the growing popularity of mobile video ads. Smarty Ads already 
works with some of the enormous names in the mobile app industry like Zynga and Ubisoft, so 
you can expect high-quality service and premium inventory from this company.

Key Features:

White-label ad exchange platform

Includes an anti-fraud solution that’s easy to integrate via the platform API

Real-time analytics across multiple devices

Guaranteed transparency and brand-safety

In-app monetization with real-time impression tracking for publishers and developers

Mobile-first advertising platform with top-tier demand partners
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10.

Smaato is another renowned mobile ad exchange company dedicated to helping developers 
and publishers make the most of their in-app inventory. More than 90,000 publishers and over 
10,000 advertisers are already enjoying Smaato’s advanced monetization and incredible reach.

The platform currently processes over 150 billion ad impressions monthly, making it one of the 
top-tier mobile ad exchanges on the market. One of Smaato’s features that publishers wishing to 
cast a wide net will love is its omnichannel advertising feature. Smaato also has multiple ad 
fraud protection features in place, so publishers and advertisers can rest assured they won’t lose 
out on revenue due to invalid traffic.

Key Features:

The last piece of the programmatic advertising puzzle is ad servers. Ad servers are the
technology behind the ad serving process, which made programmatic advertising possible in 
the first place. Advertisers and publishers rely on this technology to deliver targeted ads, combat 
ad fraud, improve user experience, and much more.

An ad server is a technology that serves advertisements on publishers’ websites. Just like a 
web server can show relevant pages to the user, the ad server can show relevant ads to the 
right audience. That is possible because the ad server stores extensive information about ads, 
places them on various websites, and delivers them to relevant customers.

However, ad servers have outgrown their initial purpose over the last few years, thanks to devel-
opments in technology. They are no longer only pieces of software that store and transmit data; 
ad servers now also allow advertisers to manage and optimize their media buying activities. 
Experts can even use this technology to organize, serve, and track online advertising campaigns.

That comes particularly in handy for running ads on multiple publisher websites. Since
managing campaigns across various formats and publishers is challenging, having all ad 
management and reporting in one place is an excellent way to streamline the process. That is 
where ad servers come in. 

Aside from making ad management easier, ad servers make instantaneous and informed 
decisions about which ads to display on websites. They also collect data that gives advertisers 
insight into their ads’ performance.

Consolidating data through one ad server allows advertisers to understand their consumers 
better, learn how to reach them, and tailor their offering to customers’ needs and wants.

Omnichannel advertising

No ad serving fees

Ad fraud detection and prevention through an advanced machine learning algorithm

Open-source SDK for higher transparency and viewability

The Role of Ad Servers

What Is an Ad Server?
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How Does an Ad Server Work?

The best way to illustrate how an ad server works is on a concrete example. Here’s how an ad 
server operates within the programmatic advertising ecosystem in four simple steps:

The above should give you a general idea of how an ad server operates. However, there are two 
different types of ad servers, with slight differences in how they work

Types of Ad Servers

Ad servers are most often divided into two categories:

While these two types rely on the same technology, publishers and advertisers use them for 
slightly different reasons.

A first-party ad server is a system that enables publishers to manage ad placements and 
display ads that have been sold directly to advertisers via various direct programmatic
advertising techniques. If there is no direct campaign available, publishers can use the first-par-
ty server as a management platform to quickly decide which ads to serve in their ad slots.

The publisher ad server is also responsible for making various decisions. For instance, it can 
decide which ads to display based on their targeting parameters, serve them, and gather all data 
on their performance.

A third-party ad server is a system that allows advertisers to track their advertising campaigns 
easily. Advertiser ad servers enable advertisers to show ads on different publisher websites or 
apps, collect campaign data, and verify specific metrics.

Advertisers can also use third-party ad servers to optimize their ad creatives and collect all infor-
mation across all publishers, ad networks, and other campaigns that run the ad. These servers 
can also measure and verify whether the designated impressions were delivered successfully.

Now that we’ve covered all individual parts of the programmatic advertising ecosystem, it’s time 
to see how all of its elements are connected.

A user visits a website, and the browser sends a request to the publisher’s ad server to display an ad.

Once it finds a suitable ad, it displays it to the user.

Once it receives the request, the ad server examines its data on the user and decides which ad is 
appropriate for the visitor. It selects the ad based on several criteria, including age, geography, user 
behavior, etc.

The ad server tracks user interaction with the displayed ad and sends the data back to the marketing 
team for evaluation. They can later use this data to develop and optimize future campaigns.

1.

2.

First-Party Ad Servers (Publisher Ad Servers)

Third-Party Ad Servers (Advertiser Ad Servers)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Publisher Ad Server

Advertiser Ad Server
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As you now know, SSPs, DSPs, DMPs, ad exchanges, and ad servers are interconnected and form 
the programmatic advertising ecosystem. These elements are essential in buying and selling ad 
inventory, either from the publisher’s or the advertiser’s side, and serve to automate everything. 
By doing so, they allow both parties to streamline the process and save time and resources.

If the said user is a good match, the DSP sends an ad request to an SSP’s ad server and 
enters an auction for that impression.
The DSP processes and evaluates the ad’s data and target parameters and places
a suitable bid.

The SSP compares bids from all participating DSPs and sells the impression to the highest 
bidder (if they exceed the publisher’s price floor).
The above takes place through an ad exchange that serves as the auction house for all the 
participants.

When an advertiser wishes to start a digital campaign, they turn toward a demand-side 
platform (DSP) to streamline the purchasing of ad inventory and optimize their campaign.
A DSP proceeds to look for programmatic ad inventory for sale from several publishers by 
turning toward a supply-side platform (SSP).
When a visitor arrives on a website, a DSP turns toward a data management platform 
(DMP) to determine whether the said visitor is a suitable candidate for the ad they’re look-
ing to sell based on various targeting criteria.

How Are the Elements in the 
Programmatic Advertising 
System Connected?

Here is a quick step-by-step illustration of how the entire programmatic advertising ecosystem 
operates and how its elements interact:

The above should give you a clearer picture of what happens behind the scenes of every 
programmatic advertising request and how the elements in the ecosystem interact. All of these 
elements are codependent and are an integral part of the ecosystem, but they are what 
enables publishers and advertisers to thrive in today’s growingly digital landscape. 

Just like everything else in today’s fast-paced world, though, programmatic advertising
technology has evolved quickly. That is why we now have several advanced programmatic 
advertising techniques that publishers are using to scale their ad-powered businesses.

But before we get to those, we must cover some crucial advertising terminology to help you 
better understand how these techniques operate. If you are already familiar with these terms, feel 
free to skip to the next chapter.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Key Terms in Programmatic 
Advertising and Why You 
Should Care About Them
Before setting foot into the programmatic advertising world, it’s essential to master some of the 
crucial terminologies first. Why? Because knowing how things like ad inventory, CPM, fill rates, 
and ad yield work will help you optimize your creatives and drive the most revenue. Here is 
everything you need to know about the key terms.

The first term publishers and advertisers should familiarize themselves with is ad inventory. It 
represents the available mobile, video, or website ad space publishers can sell or advertisers buy 
to showcase their creatives. Here’s everything you should know about ad inventory.

Ad inventory refers to the amount of ad space a publisher has to sell and which advertisers 
can buy. It is the number of advertisements you can display on one publisher’s website. 
Although the term originated from print media, it has now come to include ad space available on 
the internet.

Publishers online can offer website, mobile, app, or video ad inventory up for sale. They often sell 
inventory directly to advertisers, especially high-value placements such as inventory on a web-
site’s home page. The online ad space is usually valued based on the t that a particular publisher 
can bring to an advertiser.

Let’s say that the Washington Post attracts an average of 1,000 visits to their home page per 
week. If they offer two display ads for advertisers, it means that their potential ad inventories 
receive 2,000 impressions a week.

Now that it’s clear what ad inventory is, let’s learn more about its two different types: premium 
and remnant.

Ad Inventory

What Is Ad Inventory?

While advertisers search for affordable and valuable online advertising space, they’ll mostly come 
across two kinds of ad space: premium and remnant advertising inventory. Let’s see what each 
of these entails:

Types of Ad Inventory
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Premium Advertising Inventory

Premium ad inventory is a high-quality advertising space that’s pricier than regular inventory. 
This ad space is located above the fold, on a popular website section, or is more valuable because 
it gets more exposure.

Most advertisers consider premium ad inventory the ideal space for their ads because they know 
they’ll reach a bigger audience if they get these placements. However, the high price and fierce 
competition for the space often make it impossible to claim this inventory.

Historically, publishers’ sales teams sold premium ad inventory. But with recent technological 
developments, demand-side platforms now sell inventory programmatically.

The most significant advantage of premium ad inventory is its visibility. Since it’s impossible to 
miss it once you access a particular website, the ads there reach many people. Visibility and 
exposure influence consumers by getting their attention and encouraging them to have a look 
at the content displayed on the ad.

Remnant Advertising Inventory

Remnant or unsold ad inventory is advertising space that a publisher was unable to sell via 
programmatic deals. That is why this space is offered at a lower cost. Advertisers usually sell it via 
ad networks or real-time bidding ad exchanges to ensure they are left with no remnant invento-
ry.

Publishers do all they can to get rid of unused ad inventory, including decreasing the price of 
unsold ad space. Although remnant advertising inventory is unpredictable, advertisers are still 
after it. It is a low-cost option, but that doesn’t mean it’s ineffective.

Two benefits of remnant ad inventory are cost and exposure. It is offered at a drastically 
discounted price, but it still provides an opportunity for advertisers to get exposure online. The 
lower price also means that small and medium-sized businesses have a chance to reach custom-
ers who would typically be out of their reach.

Each of these programmatic ad inventories has its advantages, but both are used to achieve the 
same result — increase your brand’s exposure. Ultimately, you should choose to pursue the one 
that best fits your budget and needs.

The next key term publishers and advertisers must master is cost per mille (CPM). This term is 
fundamental since it gives an insight into your potential earnings (for publishers) and ad spends 
(for advertisers). In other words, it reflects the average price of a particular ad inventory and can 
help publishers estimate their revenue and advertisers set their budgets.

CPM
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What Is CPM?

Cost per thousand impressions or cost per mille (CPM) is the most common pricing model in 
online advertising. As its name suggests, it represents the amount advertisers pay to publishers 
for every thousand impressions or views their ad generates. If you see an ad placement
advertised as $1 CPM, that means you’ll pay $1 every time your ad is seen 1,000 times on the 
internet.

Publishers often prepare media kits that reveal to advertisers the cost of a thousand impressions 
served. However, it’s vital to note that CPM only measures a potential audience. There is no 
guarantee that customers will notice your ad or take some action after seeing it.

CPM is one of the most popular marketing metrics to track. That is because it focuses on impres-
sions, not clicks. This pricing model also facilitates the ad buying process by expressing the total 
cost of large numbers of impressions rather than of only one.

How Does CPM Work?

Both publishers and advertisers use the cost per thousand impressions pricing model. While 
publishers often use it to determine the price of selling ad space, advertisers agree to it before 
launching campaigns.

These prices may vary if advertisers want to target a specific, premium audience. For instance, 
buyers will have to pay more if they’re going to deliver their ads to specific countries, regions, or 
websites.

But how can you calculate the cost of impressions when leveraging CPM advertising? There is 
one formula you should keep in mind.

The cost of a thousand impressions is calculated by dividing the total cost of a digital market-
ing campaign by the number of impressions and multiplying that by 1,000.

What Is a CPM Bid?

A CPM bid is how much you are willing to pay for 1,000 impressions via some advertising 
platforms. This type of bidding is perfect for advertisers looking to increase brand awareness. 
With this bidding model, advertisers are charged every time an ad is displayed on a publisher’s 
website, with the price being predetermined.

/ =

Total Campaign Cost Total # of Impressions *1000 Cost-Per-Thousand
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For instance, if your ad spend is $2,000, and you want to generate 750,000 impressions, your CPM 
rate would be $2.66.

Many factors go into determining the price of this model for a campaign. You should remem-
ber that these factors are the same whether you’re participating in a bidding auction or reserving 
campaigns in advance.

As you can see, the CPM rates depend on many factors. Most of the time, you will get an esti-
mated CPM only once you set up your campaign and connect to your demand-side platform. 
So although there is no way to predict your CPM accurately, DSPs will provide you with a realistic 
estimate that is rarely far off.

What Factors Affect CPM?

As we already mentioned, you can’t determine whether a CPM rate is good or bad based on 
one value. But you can analyze past performance data and evaluate the campaign’s impact on 
your ROI to conclude whether or not you should make the next investment.

CPM rates can vary between industries and your marketing goal. If you don’t care about your 
campaign’s performance, you’ll probably find lower cost-per-thousand impressions better. How-
ever, your ads might not be targeted optimally. That means you'll likely end up spending your 
budget without achieving many conversions.

So a good CPM rate is the one that works best for your business. The best way to determine 
that is to analyze data and monitor your campaigns. That will tell you how your campaigns are 
performing and whether you should make some tweaks until you find the best CPM.

What Is a Good CPM?

Location: CPM can vary depending on how developed the digital advertising industry is in 
a specific country. Another thing that can influence the cost is the spending power of the 
population.

Device: The devices your customers use are also taken into consideration when determin-
ing CPM rates. Even though mobile is overtaking desktop traffic, desktop CPMs are higher 
because they generate better conversion rates.

Date and Time: Aside from the location, date and time also influence the rates. For 
instance, holidays and Black Friday may encourage customers to spend more, driving up 
CPMs.

Website: Niche publishers can earn more because their audience is more segmented and 
homogeneous than a topically broader website. Also, more businesses are focusing on 
brand safety when looking for ad placements. So higher quality websites will likely ask for 
higher prices.
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Fill rate

Fill rate is another valuable metric that publishers use when looking to optimize their ad revenue. 
However, understanding the relation between fill rates and earnings is not as straightforward as 
one might think. Publishers can do more harm than good to their bottom line if they don’t know 
what they’re doing when optimizing fill rates. Here’s what you should know about fill rates to 
prevent that.

Ad fill rate represents the ratio between the number of successfully delivered ads versus the 
number of ad requests the ad server makes. In other words, it showcases the success rate of all 
ad calls made by your ad server.

If you want to find out your site’s ad fill rate, you can easily calculate it using the following
formula:

Let’s say your website has 10,000 monthly visitors. For most publishers, that will result in 10,000 
ad calls, but the reality is not all of them will result in an ad displaying. So if an ad shows up 
successfully for 6,500 of these 10,000 visitors, that means your website has a 65% fill rate.

Do note that many factors can influence ad fill rates and that they are ever-changing. You may 
achieve high fill rates one month, while you may experience a significant drop the other.

Considering that ad fill rate illustrates how many ad calls managed to return an ad, it should be 
evident why publishers wish to maximize it. So aiming for that 100% fill rate should be a no-brain-
er, right?

Well, not necessarily. And here’s why…

All online advertising veterans know that achieving a 100% ad fill rate is next to impossible.

But what if it were possible? After all, some ad networks let you set your fill rates manually. 
Doesn’t more ads mean more revenue?

What Is Ad Fill Rate?

Can (and Should) You Achieve 100% Fill Rate?

% Ad Fill Rate

Ads Served
X 100

Total Number of
Ad Requests

=
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6 Possible Reasons Your Fill Rate Isn’t 100%

Not always. Your profit depends on more than ad quantity since different ads have varying CPM. 
Having high fill rates won’t make you more revenue if you sacrifice CPM to achieve them. That is 
why it’s sometimes better to set your target fill rates lower to guarantee you get better-paying 
ads. 

One of the best ways to balance fill rate and CPM is to aim for the highest possible fill rates 
before your CPM starts plummeting. For instance, if your average CPM is 2.20 at 65% fill rates 
and drops to 1.15 at 80% fill rates, you’re better off sticking to the former.

There are two more reasons aiming for lower fill rates, but higher CPM might be better for some 
publishers:

At the end of the day, whether you choose to chase higher or lower fill rates will be entirely up to 
you. No website is the same, and what fits one publisher may not be the best choice for
another. So adjust your goals based on your site’s content and business needs.

Although aiming for a 100% fill rate isn’t always the best choice, sometimes it’s the right one. One 
of the biggest challenges such publishers will face is keeping their fill rates at 100% consistently. 
Why? Because many factors could impact your fill rates negatively.

             Technical Errors

Online advertising technology is incredibly complicated. From communication between ad 
exchanges and ad fraud detection to ad verification, there’s always so much going on behind 
the scenes. With so many processes taking place simultaneously, many things can go wrong on 
the technical side of things.

Dealing with these technical errors can be challenging for publishers without a dedicated ad 
ops team. So if you’re having trouble with failed ad calls, various VAST errors, or other technical 
difficulties, you might need to expand your team to ensure higher fill rates.

             High Competition or Lack of Demand

One of the most common problems publishers face when boosting their fill rates is the lack of 
demand. Sometimes, businesses operate in niche industries where they’ll have trouble filling 
their ad inventory. Whether their ad networks have a low supply or advertisers don’t want to 
advertise on their websites, you won’t be able to do much about this. If you find yourself in such a 
predicament, you’d be best off trying to maximize your CPM.

             Latency Issues

Latency is also a frequent reason for underperforming fill rates. Why? Because it can delay ad 
rendering and make users scroll away or leave the page before an ad loads. If your site has a 
history of slow ad load times, demand-side platforms may choose to serve ads on other, 
better-performing sites. 

Server Fess — Publishers who pay server fees per impression will benefit more from fewer 
ads with higher CPM than vice-versa.

Ad Quality — The higher fill rates you have, the greater the odds of low-quality ads slipping 
through. Low-quality ads can cause various issues like slowing down your website, having 
trouble loading, and hurting your site’s user experience.
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If your website has latency issues, you might want to consider getting a CDN or changing your 
hosting provider.

             Device Compatibility

When looking to increase fill rates, publishers must take into account mobile visitors. Some ads 
may not be compatible with all browsers, devices, and operating systems. So if you’re using any 
such ads, you’re losing out on a chunk of your audience.

Whether you’re into mobile video advertising or targeting broader audiences, implementing 
proper mobile ad formats is crucial to maximizing fill rates. Just make sure to choose the 
formats with high supply so you don’t enter an overly competitive market.

             Ad Blockers

Ad blockers have been putting a dent in publishers’ pockets for years now. When it comes to fill 
rates and ad-blocking software, all is well if they block ad calls. However, some ad blockers inhibit 
ad networks instead. These give publishers headaches since add-ons don’t stop ad requests, just 
prevent the ads from appearing. That means your fill rates go down the drain!

So what’s the best way to circumvent ad blockers? That depends on many factors, such as the 
types of ads you’re serving. For instance, one of the best techniques for video advertisers is 
probably server-side ad insertion. With this method, publishers can insert their ads into a single 
video stream, concealing it from ad blockers. 

             Reporting Discrepancy 

The last but not less common issue publishers may face is reporting discrepancy. Considering 
that ad servers and demand partners count impressions differently, publishers should expect 
to see a disparity in fill rates between the two. Unfortunately, you can’t do anything about this 
issue but consider it when measuring fill rates.

If you’re looking at your website’s 40% fill rate and think you’re doing poorly, don’t. Most ad 
networks offer 20% to 30% fill rates as they prefer to provide higher eCPM at the expense of fill 
rates. However, Google AdSense is an exception to this rule as it has significantly more ad supply.

The above is why most publishers nowadays use more than one ad network to monetize their 
sites. Having multiple ad providers will boost your fill rates since you’ll get several opportunities 
for your ad calls to return an ad. This practice has become an industry staple, making it hard to 
name an industry-average fill rate since it depends on so many factors like:

So always take all of these elements into account when measuring your fill rates against your 
competitors.

What’s the Average Fill Rate in the Industry?

How many ad networks a website is using,

The quality of said ad networks,

The competitiveness of your niche,

And more…
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Even though it’s next to impossible to develop a fill rate benchmark you should aim for, that 
doesn’t mean you cannot optimize them. If you want to achieve the best possible fill rates for 
your industry while maintaining good CPM, there are a few things you can do:

Ad yield is the king of programmatic advertising metrics as it directly relates to your revenue. It is 
a number that represents your earnings. Unfortunately, that also makes it one of the most chal-
lenging metrics to manage and optimize since it requires a high amount of expertise to handle 
optimally. But even if you have limited ad ops knowledge, you can still handle ad yield optimiza-
tion on an acceptable level. Here’s everything you need to know to get started.

Ad yield is the amount of revenue you earn from your ads. In other words, it is an indicator of 
how successful your advertising efforts were.

There is no surefire way to predict your exact ad yield, but publishers can calculate a rough 
estimate using their average CPM and ad fill rate.

Since ad yield represents your ad income, it shouldn’t be surprising publishers are always looking 
for ways to maximize it. That is where ad yield management and optimization techniques come 
in.

Keep the above tips in mind, and you’re sure to get the best fill rates you can at all times. And 
don’t forget — don’t fret too much about fill rates, as they are not a clearcut indicator of how 
much you’ll earn at the end of the day

How to Optimize Ad Fill Rate

What Is Ad Yield?

Perfect Your Targeting — Leveraging advanced targeting options like contextual and 
behavioral targeting is crucial for serving high-quality ads. Displaying only relevant ads will 
boost your site’s user experience and can significantly improve your bottom line.

Get a Quality Ad Network — Your ad network’s quality and ad supply will significantly 
impact your fill rates. Selecting a small ad network is a bad idea for larger websites as they 
won’t meet the volume of your demand, thus providing low fill rates.

Improve Your Site’s Speed — Having a quick and responsive website is vital for user experi-
ence and ad performance. More responsive websites load ads faster, minimizing the risk of 
users leaving the site or scrolling down before viewing your ads.

Optimize for Multiple Ad Formats — Ensure higher fill rates by including multiple ad sizes 
to fit the broadest range of devices.

Ad Yield
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If you need help to optimize your creatives to maximize your yield, here’s some helpful yield 
management advice you can implement today:

Considering that most online advertising goes through Google ADX nowadays and that Google 
offers premium CPM, you’d be remiss not to use it. However, relying on Google ADX comes with a 
catch — Google has quite strict advertising standards. Not adhering to Google’s Better Ads 
Standards can result in your ads failing to serve, having them rejected, or even getting your 
website penalized.

That is why the first thing you should do is ensure all ads appearing on your website adhere to 
these standards! If you don’t, your online advertising efforts may collapse before they even take 
root. 

Learn More About Google’s Better Ads Standards and Specifications for Publishers Here.

Over the last few years, all major online platforms have been favoring native ads over all others. 
Why? Because native ads blend in with a website’s content better and are far less intrusive. 
That is particularly true for native video ads that many large media companies and publishers 
use to monetize their sites. 

Native advertisements overall offer increased ad visibility and higher ROI, so they’re worth 
considering when optimizing ad yield.
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1. Ensure Your Ads Adhere to Google’s Better Ads Standards

2. Leverage the Power of Native Ads

What Is Yield Management and Optimization?

Best Practices for Optimizing Ad Yield

Ad yield management is the process of tracking and analyzing your advertising efforts and 
using the collected data to optimize your ads for maximum performance. Publishers use 
various circumstantial elements, audience behavior data, ad placement information, and similar 
to tweak their creatives for optimal profit.

By employing variable pricing strategies and altering them on the go, publishers can get the best 
bang for their buck for their available ad inventory. And when coupled with advanced audience 
targeting options like contextual and behavioral targeting, there’s plenty of room for publishers 
to drive more revenue through yield management.

Yield management can have such excellent ROI that large-scale businesses often have entire 
teams dedicated to it. Unfortunately, smaller brands don’t always have the resources to get the 
same support. Luckily, outsourcing yield management is a much cheaper but still viable
solution.

Even if you’re not that experienced in yield optimization, there’s no need to feel intimidated. You 
don’t have to be a seasoned advertiser to start with yield management. The key to success lies in 
implementing the right strategy optimized to your industry and business goals.
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Keep the number of ads above the fold to a minimum (one or two ads maximum).

Sufficiently space out your ad slots so that no ads overlap with each other.

Keep the number of pop-ups to a minimum. 

Make sure your most profitable ads have the best viewability (e.g., outstream video 
ads).

Publishers can only put a limited number of ads above the fold to adhere to Google’s 
user-experience standards.

Overstuffing your website with ads will result in a poor user experience and may get 
you penalized.

Adding way too many ad slots on your site may achieve the opposite effect and reduce 
ad viewability due to multiple ads overlapping.

3. Maximize Ad Viewability

4. Use Price Floors Wisely

5. Optimize for Mobile

Ad viewability is crucial to maximizing impressions and yield. After all, users have to see the ad to 
count as an impression, don’t they?

But how do you determine whether an ad is viewed or not? It’s pretty straightforward —
according to IAB’s standards, an ad counts as a valid impression if at least half of it appears 
visible on screen for over a second.

So why is optimizing for ad viewability so challenging? There are a few reasons:

So what are the best options for publishers to maximize ad viewability? Here are a few tips:

Setting up price floors can be an excellent way for publishers to exercise more control over their 
inventory and how they sell it. If your goal is to optimize ad yield, setting up price floors should 
be the first thing you try! That is particularly true for large publishers who won’t have a hard time 
achieving high fill rates.

Setting price floors means publishers can determine a minimum price for their ad inventory, 
making it more competitive for the bidders. However, just like price flooring can boost your ad 
yield, it can also damage it; if your price floors are too high, and there’s not enough demand for 
your inventory, you might end up damaging your bottom line by selling too few impressions.

So proceed with caution when setting price floors!

When looking to optimize ad yield, taking mobile users into account is crucial. Why? Because 
over 50% of global internet traffic comes from mobile devices. That means if your website and 
ads aren’t optimized for mobile users, you’re missing out on a massive potential audience.
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6. Maximize Profit With Direct Deals

Here are a few things you can do to ensure your site and ads are ready for mobile visitors:

Bonus Tip: More and more publishers are trying mobile video advertising by the day 
and finding success. So if you’re looking for a quick and easy way to boost ad yield, 

mobile video ads might be worth giving a shot.

When we talked about the three most common programmatic methods, we mentioned that 
programmatic direct was the most profitable one. However, selling your entire ad inventory 
directly is quite challenging and might only be possible for the most reputable and niche web-
sites out there.

Still, a surefire way to increase your ad yield is to boost your number of direct sales. That is why 
optimizing your advertising efforts to include more direct deals is pivotal to achieving the highest 
yield.

Yield management and optimization are essential for publishers looking to grow their businesses 
through the power of advertising. While smaller brands can get away without investing much 
into yield optimization, larger publishers can lose millions without it. 

Regardless of whether you decide to take your yield management in-house or outsource it, you 
should by no means neglect it if your goal is to build a long-lasting, sustainable business. 

Make your website quick and responsive — Every advertiser worth their salt will tell you 
that a responsive and healthy website is as important as an ad itself! That is particularly true 
when it comes to optimizing for mobile users. Ensuring that your site is lightweight and 
that media and ads load quickly is crucial to making your visitors’ experience smooth. If the 
former isn’t enough to illustrate the importance of mobile optimization, think of it this way 
— for every ad that fails to load on a user’s phone, you lose money. And you don’t want that, 
do you?

Leverage the massive reach of mobile ad networks — The mobile advertising market is so 
vast that there are many dedicated mobile ad networks out there. Using them to serve ads 
to your mobile visitors will give you access to various mobile-specific ad types that are 
guaranteed to boost your yield over the long run. Oh, and let’s not forget to mention that 
mobile ad networks come with more affordable rates than standard ones due to their 
particular market. So there’s nothing to lose by giving them a shot.

Choose your ad formats carefully — With so many ad formats out there, choosing the best 
ones can be pretty challenging. From different types of video ads to mobile-specific ad 
formats, the options are nearly limitless. But having mobile in mind when choosing how to 
advertise online is imperative for maximizing ad yield. So when it comes down to optimizing 
your campaigns, always ask yourself how your ad format of choice would look and perform 
on phones and tablets. If you neglect taking that into account, you will turn your back to a 
large and lucrative market.
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Types of Programmatic
Advertising
Now that you’re familiar with the most crucial ad metrics you’ll want to maximize, let’s look at 
some of the most common programmatic techniques you can do that with. Although not all of 
these techniques are created equal, they all have a place and role in the programmatic
advertising ecosystem.

Let’s start with the most widespread one — real-time bidding.

The digitalization of marketing has completely changed the industry. It introduced new practices 
and methods that allow publishers and advertisers to earn ad revenue and reach broader audi-
ences. But the emergence of real-time bidding (RTB) is likely what made the biggest impact on 
the industry.

In the early days of the internet, there was no way to automate marketing and advertising activi-
ties, so buyers and sellers had to meet and negotiate prices for ad spaces. This process proved too 
time-consuming for all sides. That is where the appearance of real-time bidding changed the 
game. This advanced programmatic advertising technology that allowed advertisers to bid on ad 
inventory in real time took the world by storm and forever revolutionized the online advertising 
industry.

Real-time bidding is a form of programmatic ad buying. This process enables advertisers and 
publishers to buy and sell ad impressions through real-time auctions.

In the time it takes a webpage to load, algorithms bid for ad space on a publisher site. The 
process goes unnoticed by internet users as it lasts only a few milliseconds. The auction has 
finished by the time they open a web page, and the highest bidder gets to serve their ad to the 
user. Ad exchanges and supply-side platforms often facilitate the auctions in a real-time setting.

As opposed to the traditional way of placing ads manually, RTB places ads programmatically. 
That makes the process more efficient and generates a higher return on investment (ROI). 
Thanks to real-time bidding, publishers have the opportunity to sell their inventory at higher 
prices as multiple advertisers compete for their ad space simultaneously.

1. Real-Time Bidding

What Is Real-Time Bidding?

Important: There is a common misconception that programmatic advertising is the same 
as real-time bidding. While most of the programmatic advertising world follows this 
system, not all of it does. Real-time bidding is only one type of programmatic advertising 
and should be treated as such.
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If publishers want to leverage real-time bidding, they have to make their ad space available 
through supply-side platforms, which then connect the inventory to several ad exchanges and 
demand-side platforms. Doing this helps publishers maximize ad revenue because more 
potential buyers will have access to their inventory.

The technology behind real-time bidding is so advanced nowadays that desktop or mobile users 
aren’t even aware that this process occurs. Although the entire process is complex, it follows 
these few simple steps:

How Does Real-Time Bidding Work?

The bidding is initiated when a user visits a website. That triggers a bid request containing informa-
tion about the page, details on the user’s demographic, location, browsing history, and others.

An ad exchange submits the request and the necessary data to advertisers. Numerous advertisers 
automatically submit bids in real-time, looking to deliver their ads to their target audience. Advertis-
ers usually leverage demand-side platforms to decide which impressions to purchase.

The request goes from the publisher’s website to an ad exchange.

The ad exchange auctions the ad inventory off to the advertiser willing to place the highest bid.

The winning bidder’s ad appears on the web page immediately.

01

02

03

04

05

That’s how an ad is served with real-time bidding! All publishers and advertisers need is to rely on 
supply-side and demand-side platforms to handle the entire process.

Note: Participating in real-time auctions means that the price of impressions is based on 
what buyers are willing to pay. They are often willing to pay more if it means their ad 
campaigns will end up on the websites of premium publishers (e.g., The New York Times 
or The Wall Street Journal).
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What Are the Benefits of Real-Time Bidding?

What Are the Benefits of Real-Time Bidding?

Programmatic buying and real-time bidding have been getting a lot of attention lately, and for a 
good reason. They help publishers and advertisers streamline their workflow by automating the 
entire ad buying and selling process. There is no longer a need for either party to negotiate 
prices directly or insert ads manually.

Real-time bidding initiates a process where advertising inventory is bought and sold on a per-im-
pression basis via programmatic auctions. This process doesn’t require any middlemen, which is 
what advertisers and publishers love about RTB. But there are more reasons real-time bidding is 
so popular:

The above benefits are the primary reason RTB has been around for a while. It has developed and 
improved significantly over the years, and its popularity isn’t waning. In fact, multiple other 
advanced programmatic techniques are derived from it. Few are as lucrative and popular as 
header bidding, though. That is why it’s well worthy of a mention here.

Header bidding is an advanced programmatic technique that allows publishers to
simultaneously put their ad inventory up for an auction on multiple ad exchanges before 
requesting calls to ad servers. That enables publishers to offer their ad inventory to numerous 
SSPs and have several DSPs bid on the same inventory. That leads to higher competition over 
publisher’s ad slots, boosting their revenue.

Header bidding works similarly to real-time bidding, but there are two bidding rounds instead 
of one. What do we mean by that? It’s pretty straightforward.

Once a user enters a website, the site sends an ad call to all DSPs participating in the header 
bidding auction. Each DSP holds an “internal” auction between its advertisers, and each of 
them sends their highest bid back to the publisher’s ad server. There, each partner’s highest 
bids are compared, and the largest one wins the ad slot.

Better Targeting — This programmatic technique lets advertisers segment and deliver ads 
to the audience that is most likely interested in their product or service, thanks to retarget-
ing.

Improved Performance — RTB allows buyers to use a single dashboard interface to control 
their advertising campaigns. That is highly efficient because they don’t need to communi-
cate with several vendors or publishers all the time.

Reduced Cost — With RTB, advertisers can spend smarter. As each impression is targeted, 
they aren’t buying ad space in bulk, meaning they aren’t wasting their marketing budgets 
on unnecessary market segments.

Increases the Value of Remnant Ad Space — Real-time auctions help publishers sell 
previously unsold (remnant) inventory at the highest prices. That helps them boost fill rates 
and increase their ad yield.
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The most notable benefits of header bidding are higher yield and better fill rates due to 
increased competition among advertisers. But perhaps the most profitable option is using video 
header bidding.

Most video ad formats have high CPM rates, making video ad inventory some of the most com-
petitive on the market. And since programmatic technology is so advanced nowadays that it also 
supports video advertising, the two make a highly profitable combo.

The best part about programmatic video advertising is that you don’t even need video content 
on your site anymore, thanks to outstream video technology. So if you’re just starting with 
programmatic advertising and want to earn the most money, we suggest you give video header 
bidding a shot!

Do you want to get started with video header bidding quickly and easily?
Check out our video header bidding solution to maximize your video ad revenue

without much hassle.

Start With Video Header Bidding
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2. Programmatic Direct

Programmatic direct is an advanced programmatic advertising technique that allows advertisers 
to buy ad inventory from specific publishers directly. Today, programmatic direct accounts for 
the greatest share of programmatic ad spending. In the U.S., one in every two dollars spent 
programmatically runs through a direct deal.

We are currently seeing an increasing number of buyers and sellers embracing the direct deal. It 
gives them more control of traditional reservations, and it also comes with efficiency, targeting, 
and reach of programmatic buying.

Programmatic direct offers direct-sold, guaranteed inventory that many advertisers are after. 
With this deal, the advertiser purchases a fixed CPM. That means they agree to pay a predeter-
mined CPM. But how does programmatic direct work? The entire media-buying process follows 
these steps:

Programmatic direct is a media-buying process similar to the historical method where sales-
people and advertisers used to meet to negotiate prices and strike deals. With this approach, 
an ad transaction occurs directly between a publisher and an advertiser, facilitated by some 
programmatic ad buying system.

The buying and selling of ad inventory in programmatic directly occurs automatically, thanks to a 
piece of software. The word “direct” signals that the publisher and the advertiser will make all 
deals directly, i.e., without intermediaries.

Programmatic direct also automates direct ad buys for specific campaigns. The buyer accepts an 
offer from the publisher to purchase the inventory directly at an agreed price.

For instance, a fitness publisher might put the aerobics section of their website up for sale. A 
health advertiser looking to reach aerobics enthusiasts may want to buy ads on these sections. 
However, the advertiser seeks to reach only women and run the campaign in Canada. The buyer 
and seller need programmatic direct to provide the targeting and additional options to reach 
the specified audience.

What Is Programmatic Direct?

How Does Programmatic Direct Work?

The advertiser then places an order on a programmatic direct platform.

After receiving the order, the publisher checks and verifies the campaign.

If approved, the campaign starts running on the website.

An advertiser browses through websites and selects a site where they’d like
to display ads.

The publisher and advertiser finalize the details regarding the ad campaign, including ad 
placements, impression volumes, CPM, duration, etc.
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And that’s the entire process involved in this deal. Most renowned publishers with premium 
inventories often prefer to use programmatic direct deals (think publishers like The Washington 
Post and The New York Times). These sellers often choose not to offer a certain percentage of 
their ad space on the open market so that they could request premium prices with program-
matic direct to maximize their revenue.

Programmatic direct is quite helpful for publishers because it ensures premium ad spaces are 
filled. But there are plenty of other advantages to this method too:

The online advertising landscape offers many opportunities to publishers and advertisers looking 
to earn steady revenue or expand their ads’ reach. Programmatic direct is especially helpful for 
those premium publishers who want to bypass real-time auctions and deliver their ad space 
directly to advertisers.

Although direct programmatic deals amount to less than 10% of the programmatic advertising 
market, these can be a win-win for both publishers and advertisers.

Programmatic advertising conducted in a private marketplace works on the same principle as 
real-time bidding, but with one crucial difference — the bidding takes place in an
invitation-only digital marketplace. That is an excellent way to exclude ad exchanges from the 
equation and get direct access to a specific publisher’s inventory on custom terms.

Although PMPs aren’t for everyone, especially since they take more resources and direct
communication to set up, they are beneficial for both advertisers and publishers. Advertisers 
get access to highly targeted ad inventory and fewer competitors in an auction, while
publishers get premium prices due to particular demand.

These three programmatic techniques have been a staple in the programmatic advertising world 
for years now. Regardless of their popularity, each has a place in the programmatic ecosystem 
and suits different types of publishers and advertisers. So always consider your industry, market 
potential, and business goals before settling for one.

And don’t forget — nothing prevents you from giving all of them a shot or even using them 
simultaneously. That is likely the best option for most publishers as it gives them the best
chances of maximizing their revenue without compromising fill rates. 

What Are the Benefits of Programmatic Direct?

3. Private Marketplace (PMP)

Better Control and Insights — Publishers can better negotiate prices when they under-
stand what advertisers are looking for in inventory and audience. When they have insights 
into their audience and traffic, they can target optimum buyers and make a better pitch.

Transparency — Fraudulent traffic is still a critical issue in the digital advertising industry. 
One way to circumvent this problem is with direct deals. They bring transparency because 
there is a one-on-one interaction between the publisher and advertiser — there are no third 
parties between them.

Automation — Programmatic direct eliminates human error in the entire ad buying and 
selling process because of its ability to automate orders

Directness — Advertisers don’t have to wait for a variety of tools to analyze campaign data. 
That means there’s more transparency about impressions served and audiences
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Advantages of
Programmatic Advertising
With everything we’ve showcased so far, it shouldn’t be challenging to realize why so many 
publishers and advertisers are jumping on board the programmatic bandwagon. Programmatic 
advertising brings excellent value to both publishers and advertisers — that much is
indisputable. 

We also did a deep dive into every aspect of the programmatic advertising ecosystem, so you 
should now have a solid grasp of how its elements operate. But what are the primary advantages 
of programmatic advertising that make it so appealing? Aside from allowing both publishers and 
advertisers to achieve high eCPM and maximize fill rates, there are a few other notable benefits 
to programmatic advertising:

Considering all the above benefits, making programmatic advertising an indispensable part of 
your marketing strategy should be a no-brainer. Likely the best part about it is that you can 
apply it to multiple marketing channels. Whether you are into video content marketing or PPC, 
you can implement programmatic technology into your advertising efforts.

But don’t take our word for it. See for yourself just how effective programmatic advertising can 
be!

Superior Reach — Advertisers can get incredible reach potential with programmatic 
advertising by simultaneously serving their ads to several ad networks and ad exchanges. 
That allows them to place their creatives on hundreds if not thousands of websites 
seamlessly.

Better Cost-Efficiency — By opting for programmatic advertising, publishers can
significantly cut down on the workforce needed to launch and manage their creatives, thus 
cutting costs. Programmatic technology also allows publishers to sell their ad inventory at 
the highest possible prices on digital auctions.

Increased Transparency and Control — Publishers using programmatic advertising enjoy 
higher control over their ad creatives since they get extensive data on their ad activity and 
placements.

Real-Time Performance Tracking & Reporting — Adaptability is one of the most valuable 
traits in today’s predominantly digital world, which is why real-time performance tracking 
and reporting that comes with programmatic advertising is essential for success. This 
abundance of data lets advertisers optimize their creatives before the end of a campaign 
and streamline the otherwise tedious reporting process.

Extensive Targeting Options — Perhaps one of the defining features of programmatic 
advertising is its extensive targeting capabilities. Advertisers no longer have to spend 
resources on wide-reaching campaigns since they can now zero in on their target 
consumers via various programmatic targeting methods. From contextual and behavioral 
targeting to consumer retargeting, marketers can use programmatic advertising to reach 
the 98% of consumers who don’t convert upon the first visit to their website.
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Whether you’re skeptical about programmatic advertising or just prefer to see it in action, we 
prepared a few examples that serve as a testament to how lucrative it can be. These 
programmatic advertising campaigns are famous in the online advertising world as some of the 
most successful ones to date. We hope these brilliant campaigns inspire a few of your own ideas 
and help you launch a killer campaign yourself.

Back when programmatic advertising was still in its infancy, Google was one of the first big 
companies to try their hand at it. So how did it go? It was a huge success!

In 2014, Google had already realized the potential of digital advertising, so they decided to 
promote their Google Search App programmatically. They approached their campaign proactive-
ly. Google used various first- and third-party data to zero in on their target audience and 
invested a lot of time and effort tracking, tweaking, and adapting their campaign in real time.

Here is what they managed to achieve:

Another excellent programmatic ad campaign example was that of The Economist, an online 
publication covering various topics. The Economist used programmatic display advertising to 
reel in over 650,000 prospects and skyrocketed its reader base.

This media giant’s display campaign focused on creating catchy headlines and 
curiosity-inducing banners on many different topics. The Economist segmented its audience by 
several topical interests like finance, economics, technology, politics, and similar. They then 
proceeded to create over 60 different banner ads before launching their campaign.

Although you could argue that Google found such massive success because programmatic 
technology was still in its infancy back then, it doesn’t mean you can’t replicate such or similar 
results anymore.

5 Examples of Effective Programmatic Advertising Campaigns

1. Google’s Search App Campaign

2. The Economist’s Audience Building Campaign

They achieved a 50% increase in brand awareness.

They reached 30% more users about three times as frequently.

This Google campaign achieved 30% lower CPM than the one year before.
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So how did this campaign perform? You be the judge!

These are some pretty impressive numbers if we have to say so ourselves. That is why The
Economist’s success story is one of the most famous in the programmatic advertising world!

Another excellent example of programmatic advertising at its finest was the programmatic 
campaign Audi used to launch its customizable cars. This automobile manufacturing giant 
demonstrated just how critical (and lucrative) data analysis and campaign optimization could 
be in one of the most successful programmatic campaigns of the last decade.

When the company launched its new website feature that users could use to customize their 
dream vehicles, Audi decided to try their hand at programmatic. They exported the behavioral 
data from their car configuration tool to craft dynamic creative ads that fit their target
audience’s tastes. 

So what were the results? Audi’s programmatic campaign achieved double the efficiency of 
their regular advertising efforts! This example just goes to show that a data-driven marketing 
approach can take you a long way.

Unique Actions

Unique Website Visitors

New Prospects

Ad Revenue

New Subscribers

Awareness Increase in the U.S.

Consideration Increase in the U.S.

ROI

6 Million

1 Million

650,000

$650,000

9,500

64%

22%

10:1

3. Audi’s Predictive Programmatic Campaign
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This example comes from a U.K. charity organization, Missing People, whose goal was to
encourage higher responsiveness in missing children cases. The organization’s primary 
obstacle was its low marketing budget, so it decided to try its luck with programmatic 
advertising as it was pretty affordable at the time.

Luckily, the organization received donations that helped them fund and scale their advertising 
efforts. Missing People’s awareness campaign used all the benefits of programmatic advertising 
targeting options to get their organization’s message across and highlight their Child Rescue 
Alert system. 

What were the results of this endeavor?

Over 44,000 people engaged with the charity’s ads and signed up for their child protection 
system. That was four times as successful as their previous, traditional advertising campaign 
using print ads, which only converted around 10,000 people. The organization also managed to 
increase its response rates by a whopping 20%!

This programmatic advertising example is truly one for the ages. It just goes to show that you 
don’t have to be a brand with huge advertising budgets to find success with programmatic.

One of the ads Missing People used to raise awareness about missing children cases in the U.K.

4. Missing People’s Awareness Campaign
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A prominent U.K. online trading company, CMC Markets, showcased just how effective 
programmatic advertising can be if used correctly. In 2017, CMC Markets launched a 
programmatic campaign after the unexpected results of that year’s British General Election. The 
company used the momentum and came up with witty display ads and pushed them out 
programmatically. Here’s an example of an ad they used:

But the company didn’t stop at programmatic advertising; they put these ads outs in print too! 
This combination of a quick reaction from their marketing team and making the most out of a 
fresh opportunity is what made this campaign so successful.

So what can we learn from CMC Markets’ example? That programmatic advertising can launch 
your brand to stardom if used at an opportune moment!

5. CMC Markets’ Opportunity Campaign
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Header Bidding Will Become More Prominent

What Lies in the Future of 
Programmatic Advertising?
Advertising has come far over the years — that much is certain. But it wouldn’t have gotten so far 
without programmatic technology. That is why we dare say this technology will continue being 
an integral part of the online advertising industry going forward.

However, even this tech is still relatively young and rapidly changing. Although programmatic 
advertising is guaranteed to be the technology of the future, the direction it will develop in is not 
set in stone.

So what can we expect from programmatic advertising in the future? What programmatic 
trends are we bound to see? Here are a few of our predictions:

Our first prediction would be that header bidding will become much more popular soon. The 
reason is simple — header bidding is significantly more profitable for publishers, so more 
businesses will flock to it as they begin to realize its potential.

Although it’s unlikely that header bidding will ever completely repress other programmatic 
advertising forms, it’s undoubtedly going to dominate the industry. So if you wish to get ahead 
of your competition, you can start immediately by trying your hand at header bidding.

Ad Fraud Prevention Will Become Essential

With ad fraud running rampant in the online world more than ever before, advertisers will be 
looking for ways to protect themselves. Nowadays, digital ad fraud causes brands to lose $1 for 
every $3 spent on digital ads. That amounts to a quarter of most brands’ ad revenue!

With such staggering numbers at stake, it’s safe to assume that the programmatic advertising 
industry will focus on developing reliable solutions to prevent ad fraud. Blockchain technology 
looks particularly promising in that regard, as many industry professionals are looking into ways 
to use it to combat invalid traffic.

Unfortunately, ad fraud prevention is still not a staple in the industry. But there are already 
ways for publishers and advertisers to protect themselves. Many companies are dedicated to 
helping brands fight ad fraud already, so partnering with them is currently the best way to 
tackle this issue. 

For instance, Brid.TV’s partnership with Protected Media ensures all our premium users have 
access to reliable ad fraud prevention services they can activate from our CMS with a single click 
of a button.

But considering how rapidly digital ad fraud is growing, it’s only a matter of time before similar 
defensive measures become a norm in the industry.
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Artificial intelligence in marketing is becoming increasingly common nowadays, and that trend 
began creeping into the advertising industry too. AI and machine learning have proven to be 
excellent tools for predicting and automating various advertising processes like mapping ad 
metrics and ad targeting. Although the technology is still in its infancy, we expect it will gain 
more prominence soon.

AI Integrations

Programmatic advertising technology revolutionized digital advertising due to its extensive 
targeting options and the ability to track and optimize campaigns in real time. However, 
there’s more room for improvement in the personalization department! 

By combining the power of AI with programmatic technology, new and improved targeting 
options are already beginning to appear. These will allow advertisers to zero in on their target 
audience and make the best creatives possible to suit their customers’ tastes.

We can safely assume that the existing targeting technology will only keep getting better to 
meet the demand of the already highly competitive online market.

Improved Personalization

The last prediction we have is that many businesses will be taking their programmatic efforts 
in-house going forward. Why? Because brands will soon realize how much money they’re losing 
by relying on various platforms and any other third parties. 

The above will be particularly true for large publishers whose losses to intermediaries amount to 
millions.

In 2018, only 45% of businesses took care of their programmatic advertising in-house, while 
experts predict that number to rise to around 62% by 2022! This upward trend of transition to 
in-house programmatic has been ongoing for a few years now, as you can see in the graph 
below:

Taking Programmatic Advertising In-House
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Although more and more brands are moving in-house, this option is not available to everyone. 
The reason is that smaller publishers may have difficulties reaching the minimum 
requirements to join ad exchanges independently. So despite in-house programmatic being a 
more profitable option, not everyone will be able to make the transition.

Unfortunately, nobody can say where programmatic advertising will go in the future; all we can 
do is speculate. However, one thing is for sure — programmatic advertising isn’t going 
anywhere. More and more publishers are adopting this technology daily, and that number is only 
going to grow. Regardless of the form it takes, programmatic technology will undoubtedly be the 
future of online advertising. The only question remaining is how it will evolve.
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If what you learned here convinced you to try out programmatic advertising, you’ll need to find a 
reliable and feature-rich programmatic advertising platform to start your journey.

A programmatic advertising platform lets advertisers streamline the purchasing and 
management of their ad campaigns. Some of these programmatic advertising solutions even 
offer handy editing tools marketers can use to design their creatives. But regardless of the 
company you choose, they will all let you manage, buy, or sell your ad inventory through a 
handy platform and CMS.

Here are five recommendations for programmatic advertising platforms you should consider 
making your home:

PubMatic is one of the leading programmatic advertising companies globally and offers 
advertisers high-quality inventory through their marketplace. 

Aside from various ad management tools across multiple ad formats, PubMatic also offers 
excellent ad fraud insurance. Advertisers don’t have to worry about losing money to ad fraud 
anymore since PubMatic offers refunds in the form of credits for all invalid traffic. 

PubMatic users can also expect access to extensive real-time analytics, state-of-the-art 
security, and high impression yield.

All of the above make PubMatic an excellent choice for aspiring and established advertisers 
looking for a well-rounded programmatic advertising solution.

Best Programmatic
Advertising Platforms

1.

SmartyAds is another big name in the programmatic advertising industry, but what makes it 
stand out is that it offers a complete programmatic advertising ecosystem. Their ecosystem 
comprises a DSP, SSP, DMP, and an ad exchange, making it a well-rounded choice for 
publishers and advertisers.

Another strength of this programmatic advertising company is that it also offers a white-label 
solution. That is perfect for brands looking to tailor their platform to their needs and brand 
identity.

SmartyAds is a fantastic choice for businesses interested in video, in-app, native, and display 
advertising, as it offers all of these options. These come with various creative and editing tools, 
in-depth analytics, and rich targeting options, making SmartyAds’ platform one of the most 
versatile ones on the market.

2.
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MediaMath is a multichannel programmatic advertising platform that prides itself on offering 
advertisers high-end campaign management tools. One of its most notable features is that it 
lets advertisers integrate and segment data from first- and third-party sources to streamline 
performance tracking from multiple sources.

Perhaps the most significant advantage MediaMath has over its competitors lies in its 
omnichannel campaigns that comprise display, video, audio, and even mobile ads. These 
features make MediaMath the perfect choice for advertisers who utilize different channels to 
reach their target audiences. 

3.

And if you want more advanced programmatic options, SmartyAds has them too! Publishers 
looking to maximize their revenue can take advantage of this platform’s header bidding feature 
to auction off their inventory to the highest bidder.

If you are looking for an all-in-one programmatic advertising solution, there is likely no better 
choice than SmartyAds.

Simpli.fi is another all-in-one programmatic advertising company whose services include 
everything in the programmatic advertising ecosystem.

Advertisers get access to various audience targeting options (device, OS, browser, GEO, etc.) and 
can further facilitate that by importing their CRM data to Simpli.fi platform. And if they want to 
expand their existing audience base, advertisers can take advantage of Simpli.fi’s look-alike and 
search-alike modeling. 

For everyone who finds reporting tedious, you’ll be glad to hear that Simpli.fi offers upwards of 
60 reporting templates, including automated custom reports.

4.
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Brid.TV Marketplace is a video ad provider that specializes in programmatic video advertising. 
Brid.TV Marketplace lets publishers serve instream video ads on their websites seamlessly and 
maximize their revenue through effective use of ad waterfalling.

The best part of Brid.TV marketplace is that publishers can use it in conjunction with other ad 
providers. All they have to do is implement their VAST and VPAID ad tags on top of their other 
ones to create a reliable backfill system and maximize fill rates.

Brid.TV Marketplace supports desktop and mobile video advertising and provides publishers with 
extensive real-time analytics and automated reporting to track their creatives’ performance. All 
Brid.TV Marketplace users also receive a dedicated ad optimization team to help publishers 
optimize their campaigns and get the highest yield.

So if you are looking to dip your toe into programmatic video advertising or just wish to improve 
your existing video ad waterfall, a video ad provider like Brid.TV Marketplace is likely the best 
choice.

5.

Start With Programmatic Video Advertising
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https://www.brid.tv/ads-marketplace/
https://www.brid.tv/instream-vs-outstream-video-video-ad-formats/
https://www.brid.tv/waterfalling-everything-businesses-should-know-in-2020/
https://www.brid.tv/vpaid-vs-vast/
https://www.brid.tv/ads-marketplace/
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We know that starting your programmatic advertising journey is daunting, but it’s something all digital 
advertisers will have to do sooner or later. Programmatic technology has revolutionized the online advertis-
ing industry, and it’s here to stay. So whether you like it or not, you will have to go programmatic if you 
want to remain relevant in today’s competitive online market. 

Luckily, you’re now equipped with the necessary knowledge to set foot into the programmatic advertising 
world and dominate it. 

We have covered everything you need to know about the programmatic advertising ecosystem and the 
relation between all of its elements. This knowledge will help you get a clear picture of what you’re invest-
ing in, what benefits you’ll get, and which platform to choose.

We also analyzed the most valuable metrics publishers and advertisers need to know to maximize their 
revenue. With this knowledge, you’ll be able to optimize your creatives to ensure maximum revenue. 

We also looked into three advanced programmatic advertising techniques publishers can use to make the 
most of their ad inventory, the advantages of programmatic advertising, and what lies in the future of this 
technology. 

Finally, we went through some of the biggest programmatic advertising platforms on the market and their 
key features to help you choose the best one. We covered multiple platforms of all sizes, so you’re bound to 
find one that fits your business needs.

We wish you the best of luck on your programmatic advertising journey. Now go set foot into the future of 
advertising! 

Are You Ready to Go 
Programmatic?
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Start With 
Programmatic Video 
Advertising With Us

Check Out Our Video 
Marketing Blog

Brid.TV is an online video platform and monetization solution that was founded in 2018. Ever 
since, we have been devoted to helping online publishers grow and monetize their video 
content. With our two offices in Los Angeles (US) and Belgrade (SER) and a team of about 30 
employees, we’ve quickly made a name for ourselves in the online video industry.

About Brid.TV

Visit Our Website 
and Follow Us on 
Social Media
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https://www.brid.tv/pricing/
https://www.brid.tv/blog/
https://brid.tv/
https://www.facebook.com/bridtv
https://www.linkedin.com/company/brid-video-doo/mycompany/
https://twitter.com/bridTV
https://www.instagram.com/wearebrid/



